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EPIGRAPH

“The human body is the temple of God.”

– Upanishads

“ our ‘Physick’ and ‘Anatomy’ have embraced such infinite varieties of being, have

laid open such new worlds in time and space, have grappled, not unsuccessfully, with

such complex problems, that the eyes of Vesalius and of Harvey might be dazzled by

the sight of the tree that has grown out of their grain of mustard seed.”

– Thomas Huxley

Nature seems to operate always according to an original plan, from which she

departs with regret and whose traces we come across everywhere.

–D’Azyr
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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Towards a Fluid-Structure-Growth and Remodeling Framework to
Simulate Vein Graft Failure Post Coronary Artery Bypass Surgery

by

Abhay Bangalore Ramachandra

Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering Sciences with a Specialization in Multi-Scale
Biology

University of California, San Diego, 2017

Professor Juan C. del Alamo, Chair
Professor Alison L. Marsden, Co-Chair

Vein graft maladaptation, leading to poor long-term patency, is a serious clin-

ical problem in patients receiving coronary artery bypass grafts (CABGs). Mechanics

is known to play a key role as a stimulus contributing towards vein graft failure. Me-

chanical stimuli are key to understanding disease progression and clinically observed

differences in failure rates between arterial and venous grafts following coronary artery

bypass graft surgery. But little has been done to quantify the mechanics in these grafts

and its effects on long-term outcomes on grafts. Hence, one of the goals of this the-

xv



sis was to quantify mechanical stimuli acting on the grafts and the other goal was

to develop continuum mechanics based models of growth and remodeling (G&R) to

simulate long-term adaptation.

We quantify biologically relevant mechanical stimuli, not available from stan-

dard imaging, in patient-specific simulations incorporating non-invasive clinical data.

We couple computational fluid dynamics with closed-loop circulatory physiology mod-

els to quantify biologically relevant indices, including wall shear, oscillatory shear, and

wall strain. We account for vessel-specific material properties in simulating vessel wall

deformation. Wall shear was significantly lower and atheroprone area significantly

higher in venous compared to arterial grafts. Wall strain in venous grafts was sig-

nificantly lower than in arterial grafts while no significant difference was observed in

oscillatory shear index. Simulations demonstrate significant differences in mechanical

stimuli acting on venous vs. arterial grafts, in line with clinically observed graft failure

rates, offering a promising avenue for stratifying patients at risk for graft failure.

We also propose a computational model of venous adaptation to altered hemo-

dynamics based on a constrained mixture theory of G&R. We identify constitutive

parameters that optimally match biaxial data from a mouse vena cava, then numer-

ically subject the vein to altered hemodynamic conditions and quantify the extent

of adaptation. We identify constitutive relations and parameters that enable adap-

tations for a moderate perturbation in hemodynamics. We then fix these relations

and parameters, and subject the vein to a range of combined loads (pressure and

flow), from moderate to severe, and identify plausible mechanisms of adaptation ver-

sus maladaptation. We also explore the beneficial effects of a gradual increase in load

on adaptation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Coronaries are blood vessels that supply oxygen rich blood to the walls of

the heart. As people age, these arteries get diseased, often in the form of plaque

build up on the vessel walls, developing into acquired coronary artery disease (CAD).

The plaque is the result of a complex interaction between cells in the vessel wall,

blood, and the exchange of molecular messages between them. Previously considered

a cholesterol storage disease, in the light of recent research, CAD is now being viewed

as an inflammatory disorder leading to atherosclerosis.1 The plaque can rupture and

block blood flow through the coronary arteries causing a heart attack (myocardial

infarction), or the plaque can harden and narrow, obstructing blood perfusion to

myocardium, leading to ischemia.

Myriad treatments exist for CAD including lifestyle changes such as diet and

exercise, medication, percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI), and coronary artery

bypass graft surgery (CABG). Severe versions of the disease are treated with either

1
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PCI or CABG. The choice between CABG and PCI comes with numerous trade offs,

weighing the advantages of a less invasive procedure against risks of restenosis, and

potential differences in long-term outcomes. PCI has been increasing over the past

decade and has clear advantages for focal stenosis, and high-risk patients who are

not surgical candidates. CABG will remain necessary due to inability of PCI to treat

diffuse and multi-vessel CAD. Most patients with CAD need multivessel revascular-

ization and clinical trials have consistently shown that post-CABG outcomes are as

good as or often better than those with percutaneous intervention (PCI).2,3 CABG

is known to have superior long-term reduction in mortality and myocardial infarc-

tions, and reductions in repeat revascularizations, compared to PCI, in patients with

multivessel disease. To date, CABG is established as the most effective treatment for

symptomatic multivessel disease.4

Approximately 400,000 patients undergo CABG surgeries in the United States

alone to relieve angina, reperfuse ischemic myocardium and to relieve or perfuse left

ventricle dysfunction. Flow to the ischemic region in the myocardium is restored

by bypassing the stenosed or occluded region with a graft. Classic bypass grafts

typically employ an end-to-side anastomosis at the proximal end, to the aorta, and

an end-to-side anastomosis at the distal end, to a native coronary artery, distal to

a stenosis or an occlusion. Arterial, venous and synthetic grafts, in the order of

preference, are the grafts of choice for a CABG. While arterial grafts offer superior

patency rates, they are limited in availability. Hence, more than 70% of CABG

surgeries use autologous venous grafts. Despite advances in surgical techniques and
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post-surgical management, only 60% of vein grafts remain patent and 50% remain

free of significant stenosis after 10 years, and event-free survival is as low as 40% after

12 years.5 Late stenosis and vein graft occlusion, which account for the majority of

adverse events, are primarily due to recurrent atherosclerosis.5 Vein graft occlusion

is associated with worse long-term outcomes,6 and once grafts become completely

occluded, they typically are not amenable to percutaneous intervention. In addition,

repeat revascularization with percutaneous and surgical methods is associated with

increased morbidity and mortality.7 Thus, vein graft failure continues to pose a

significant clinical challenge and economic healthcare burden.

1.1 Anatomy and Physiology

Arteries and veins serve very different functions; the former are high pressure,

high flow conduits whereas, the latter are low pressure, low flow conduits with high

capacitance. Compared to an artery a vein has a larger, thinner, less firmly anchored

subendothelium, more permeable intima, poorly defined internal elastic membrane,

thinner media, absent elastic lamella, fewer smooth muscle in media-widely sepa-

rated by collagen, and valves. Physiologically, a vein is relatively inelastic at arterial

pressures, has lower lipolysis capacity, has more active synthesis and rapid uptake

of lipids, lower production of prostacyclin, is more sensitive to vasoconstrictors and

less sensitive to vasodilators, compared to an artery. It is not surprising, there-

fore, that arteries and veins have very different structure and properties.8,9 Indeed,
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there should be little expectation that a vein should behave like an artery when

transplanted to an arterial environment. With a bias against vasodilation, lower pro-

duction of anti-thrombotic/vasodilatory prostacyclin, an inclination to more rapidly

uptake and synthesize lipids, the vein seems to have an inherent physiological bias

towards atherosclerosis in an arterial environment.

1.2 Pathophysiology

Vein graft failure is defined as complete occlusion, stenosis of 70% or more,

or extensive conduit narrowing on coronary angiography. Vein graft failure can lead

to recurrence of angina or myocardial infarction and significant morbidity and mor-

tality. The mechanisms of long-term failure differ between arterial and venous grafts

following CABG surgery. Arterial graft failure results primarily from fibroinitimal

hyperplasia at the site of anastomosis.10 Vein graft failure can be predominantly clas-

sified into the following categories - thrombosis during the acute period (<1 month),

intimal hyperplasia during the first few months, wall thickening during the interme-

diate period (1 to 12 months), and atherosclerosis in the long-term (3-5 years). An

interested reader is referred to Cox et al. for an excellent review on pathogenesis

of the saphenous vein graft.8 A few pertinent aspects are discussed in the following

paragraphs.

Multiple factors contribute to the underlying pathophysiology of vein graft

failure, and it is best understood by looking at the causal factors in a chronological
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order. Surgical harvesting leads to a loss of vaso vasorum and hence an increase

in oxidative stress. Presurgical treatment (such as overdistension prior to implan-

tation) and tissue handling could cause vascular injury, including cell damage and

endothelial dysfunction. Suturing, during implantation, could further damage the

vessel walls. Post implantation, although the denuded endothelial layers are covered

by migrating endothelial cells in the first four weeks, endothelial functionality may

be delayed for up to 6 months post surgery.11 Dysfunctional or damaged endothelial

linings promote procoagulant activity and, coupled with inflammation (due to above

mentioned insults), could trigger a coagulation cascade, leading to short-term failure

due to thrombosis, which accounts for ≈ 10% of failures in vein grafts. The release

of surgical clamps at the time of graft implantation suddenly subjects the veins to

arterial pressures and flows. The severe change in flow and pressure alters the stress

state (predominantly circumferential and shear, plausibly axial too) in the vessel trig-

gering a remodeling response. The first 4 weeks of adaptation are characterized by a

proliferation of cells in the intima, and virtually all grafts show intimal hyperplasia

(IH) in the first four weeks.8,12,13

Cell proliferation in vein grafts is in response to an increase in hemodynamic

load, possibly due to release of growth factors and a phenotype switch in a few wall

constituents (e.g. smooth muscle).14 Cell proliferation is also accompanied by cell mi-

gration into the intima and signs of atherosclerosis are seen as early as 6 months in a

few vein grafts. It is hypothesized that IH is a major cause of graft alteration in the in-

termediate period and could create conditions conducive to long term atherosclerosis.
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The intermediate period of remodeling is characterized by proliferation in the intima

and scarring of media, with smooth muscle replaced by collagen bundles. In the later

period, 1-5 years post implantation, there is a decrease in intimal proliferation and

an increase in medial hypertrophy.

The predisposing factors and process of atheroma formation in vein graft fail-

ure are similar to native vessels. Monocytes penetrate the intimal wall, become

macrophages, form foam cells and lay a foundation for the formation of atheroscle-

rotic plaque. Subsequently, there is an increase in adhesion of leukocytes and platelets

and increased expression of adhesion molecules, ultimately leading to atherosclero-

sis.12 Atherosclerotic plaque and its rupture are the primary mechanisms of occlusion

/ stenosis in vein grafts. There is substantial evidence relating hemodynamic loads

to vein graft remodeling.15–18 Understanding the kinetics of these (mal)adaptative

processes could be facilitated by a computational model that relates macroscopic

hemodynamic quantities and structural adaptations to underlying cellular mecha-

nisms, thus providing a mechanobiological understanding of vein adaptation versus

maladaptation or failure.8,12,13

1.3 Two-pronged approach

Over the past few decades a lot has been done to understand and address

the issue of vein graft failure, but much remains to be done.12 Mechanical stimuli

are known to contribute to vein graft failure, and comprehending their role is key to
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understanding disease progression and clinically observed differences between arterial

and venous grafts following CABG. We take a two-pronged approach to understand

vein graft failure from a mechanobiological perspective - first, using computational

fluid dynamics coupled with closed loop models of circulation, we quantify biolog-

ically relevant mechanical stimuli, not available from standard imaging, in patient-

specific simulations incorporating non-invasive clinical data. Second, to understand

how mechanics affects vein graft (mal)adaptation we extend an existing continuum

mechanics-based constrained mixture model of arterial growth and remodeling (G&R)

to a vein and identify plausible mechanisms of adaptation versus maladaptation.

1.3.1 Quantify Mechanical Stimuli on Bypass Grafts in Patient-

Specific Geometries

Hemodynamics and wall biomechanics, influencing the behavior of the en-

dothelial lining and regulation, as well as turnover and degradation of wall con-

stituents such as fibroblasts and smooth muscle, play a key role as mechanobiological

stimuli contributing to vein graft failure and disease progression.19,20 However, bio-

logically relevant indices, including wall shear stress (WSS), oscillatory shear index

(OSI) and wall strain, are not currently attainable via standard clinical measurement

modalities. In addition, the prediction of post-surgical disease progression using vas-

cular growth and remodeling (G&R) methods21,22 will require these mechanical stim-

uli as inputs. Without these data it will likely be impossible to make patient-specific

simulation-based predictions of risk of graft failure to risk stratify patients. Non-
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invasive quantification of mechanical stimuli is therefore a crucial first step towards

improved understanding of the differential success rates of arterial vs. venous grafts.

Image-based patient-specific computational fluid dynamic (CFD) simulations now of-

fer a non-invasive means to quantify temporally and spatially resolved hemodynamics

and wall mechanics quantities of clinical relevance. We present a novel closed-loop

multiscale CABG simulation framework that can predict local hemodynamics and

wall mechanics using non-invasive clinical data. This framework includes fluid struc-

ture interaction with appropriate arterial and graft material properties. The major

objective of this work is to apply this framework to simulate graft hemodynamics and

wall mechanics in patient-specific CABG geometries, and characterize differences in

indices of mechanical stimuli between arterial and venous grafts. We hypothesized

that patient-specific simulations would reveal significant differences in key mechani-

cal stimuli that may predispose vein grafts to increased atherosclerosis progression.

Specifically, motivated by clinical observations that venous grafts fail more often

than arterial grafts, and that low shear and high oscillatory flow are correlated with

atheroprone regions, we hypothesized that shear would be lower in venous grafts while

atheroprone area would be larger than in arterial grafts. We also hypothesized that

wall strain in venous and arterial grafts would be significantly different.
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1.3.2 Continuum Mechanics Based Models of Growth and

Remodeling

Our growing understanding of molecular-level and tissue-level changes in the

vessel needs to be placed within the context of a macroscopic changes in radius,

thickness and stiffness. A constrained mixture theory of growth and remodeling

(G&R) that models cell-mediated responses of arteries to altered chemo-mechanical

stimuli has provided insights into normal responses to injury, adaptation, and disease

progression.23–26 This theory incorporates cellular information phenomenologically

within fundamental constitutive relations in a continuum context. Motivated by the

robust performance of arterial G&R models, the current work extends this approach to

vein grafts. Although previous arterial applications of the G&R framework have been

restricted to moderate changes in blood pressure and flow, application to vein grafts

necessitates extension to far larger changes in hemodynamic loads than previously

investigated. Hence, in extending previous arterial models to vein grafts, one must

identify and evaluate a new set of G&R model parameters, not just parameters for

native wall properties, and plausibly new constitutive laws. Since it is intractable

to find these parameter sets by brute force, we propose a novel use of optimization

to formulate a parameter identification problem in the context of G&R. This is in

contrast to common uses of optimization in the context of empirical curve fitting to

experimental data. The proposed optimization framework accelerates the problem

sufficiently to render it computationally tractable.
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As a first step in the development of a G&R model for vein grafts, this work

focuses on the response of a vein to increased pressure and the associated intermedi-

ate period of wall thickening (1 to 12 months). This approach is motivated by prior

studies that show medial thickening to associate best with increased intramural cir-

cumferential stress or strain.27 There is also evidence that circumferential stress plays

a primary role and wall shear stress a secondary role in determining overall vein graft

dimensions,17 though shear stress likely controls neointimal formation.28 Adaptation

to a sustained change in hemodynamic loading is known to be biphasic, with acute

changes countered by an adjustment of vascular tone followed by a chronic remodeling

process spanning weeks to months.29 We hypothesize that acute changes influence the

long-term adaptive capacity of venous grafts. To evaluate this hypothesis, we then

extend venous G&R theory to model the adaptive response to both altered pressure

and flow.

Toward this end, we first identify constitutive parameters for a normal mouse

vena cava based on published experimental data from pressure-diameter and axial

force-length tests.30 We then identify through optimization the set of G&R parame-

ters that comes closest to achieving homeostatic conditions, given slight perturbations

from normal hemodynamic loading, using difference from homeostatic values of stress

as an objective function. Using these parameters, we numerically subject the vein to

increasingly higher hemodynamic loads and assess the extent of its adaptation, within

a biologically reasonable set of bounds for G&R parameters. We then explore possi-

ble physiological constraints that lead to maladaptation by numerically quantifying
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adaptations under different loads. Finally, we test the hypothesis that a gradual,

rather than a step, change in load will lessen such maladaptations. We submit that

the proposed computational model forms a basis for guiding mechanobiological ex-

periments and can help provide new insights into the causes, effects, and mechanisms

of vein graft G&R, and thereby may be used to guide mechanobiological studies or

the design of new clinical methods.



Chapter 2

Methods

2.1 Patient-Specific Modeling and Simulations

Hemodynamics and mechanics play a critical role in the functioning of the car-

diovascular system and influence biology across multiple temporal and spatial scales.

Thus, quantifying mechanical stimuli in an in vivo setting is an essential step in

understanding their role in vascular health and disease. Modeling hemodynamics

in isolation is insufficient as it fails to capture the subtle relationship between lo-

cal geometry and global hemodynamics. Hence there is a pressing need for models

of circulation that can capture the interplay between mechanics and biology across

multiple scales of space and time. Amongst existing approaches patient-specific mod-

eling has held promise as a tool to non-invasively quantify these stimuli at an organ

scale and lend themselves naturally to coupling with other physiological models at

tissue or cellular scales, thus providing the much required multi-scale approach to un-

12
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derstanding vascular systems. Advances in imaging methods, which provide detailed

anatomy, and computing has made patient-specific simulations a tractable problem.31

While good resolution of images and computing power are necessary ingredients for

patient-specific simulations, challenges associated with model construction, boundary

conditions, material properties, accurate solutions of non-linear equations in finite

time, numerical coupling issues, and lack of good physiological models have impeded

the translation of these technologies into the clinic as predictive tools or as appara-

tus to quantify mechanical stimuli in a non-invasive setting. One of the overarching

goals of this thesis is to address some of these issues within the context of a CABG

patient-specific simulation.

Recent advances in multiscale modeling31–37 now permit physiologically real-

istic simulations in patient-specific coronary geometries avoiding prior limitations of

idealized geometries, rigid walls, non-physiologic boundary conditions etc. Some of

the earlier efforts in patient-specific coronary modeling have constructed models of

the epicardial coronaries from medical images and have coupled them with lumped

parameter networks (LPN), to unveil relationships between local flow and global

hemodynamics. Kim et al.35 analytically coupled LPN models of the heart, systemic

circulation and coronary circulation with a patient-specific model of the coronar-

ies. Sengupta et al.38,39 numerically coupled the lumped parameter network (LPN)

to the 3D domain, in an open-loop setting, to simulate hemodynamics in patients

with Kawasaki disease. Building on an implicit modular numerical 0D-3D coupling

scheme,34 Sankaran et al.37 proposed a numerically coupled closed-loop framework for
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patient-specific rigid wall CABG simulations. The closed-loop formulation proposed

by Sankaran et al. not only mimics the human circulation but, due to numerical

coupling, naturally lends itself to tuning the boundary conditions to match inva-

sive and non-invasive measurements from the clinic. Rigid wall simulations do not

provide accurate pressure fields and cannot predict strains, hence there is a need

for deformable wall simulations. While wall deformation has been examined exten-

sively in simulations of cerebral and abdominal aortic aneurysms, there has been little

work in patient-specific coronary artery simulations with fluid-structure interaction

(FSI),35 and none using models with appropriate wall properties for different graft

types. One cannot perform accurate FSI predictions without appropriate material

properties, and this will constitute the first time these tools have been combined in a

unified framework.

We present a novel closed-loop multiscale CABG simulation framework that

can accurately predict local hemodynamics and wall mechanics using only non-invasive

clinical data. We design a state-of-the-art framework for multiscale patient-specific

CABG simulations that includes fluid-solid interaction with appropriate graft mate-

rial properties. And finally we use this framework to simulate five patient-specific

CABG geometries and quantify clinically relevant hemodynamic and wall mechanic

properties in the grafts.40
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2.1.1 Simulation Methodology

The simulation methodology for each patient in the study, following prior

patient-specific modeling approaches,41 consists of the following:

(a) Construction of patient-specific models from CT images, including the aorta

with branch vessels, coronary arteries, and grafts.

(b) Formulation of mathematical models to mimic physiology, and tuning to deter-

mine model parameters that match clinical and literature data.

(c) Solution of the governing equations of blood and vessel wall biomechanics and

their interaction, to obtain primary time and spatially resolved flow and defor-

mation fields in the 3D domain.

(d) Post-processing to compute biologically relevant indices from the primary vari-

ables, including WSS, OSI, and wall strain.

Each of these steps is illustrated in Figure 2.1 and is explained in detail in the para-

graphs below.
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Figure 2.1: Simulation methodology for coronary artery bypass graft
(CABG) patients in SimVascular (www.simvascular.org). Major steps in
the pipeline are (a) acquire CT image of a CABG patient, (b) create center-
line paths and segment the lumen, (c) loft the segmentations to form a 3D
model, (d) discretize the 3D model into a finite element mesh, (e) assign ma-
terial properties, (f) tune lumped parameter network to match clinical and
literature targets, (g) solve governing equations on patient-specific models.
Analyze and post-process results to determine clinically relevant quantities
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Model Construction

The 3D patient-specific anatomic CABG models were segmented from CT axial

images using the open source SimVascular software (www.simvascular.org).42 Models

included the coronary arteries, aorta, aortic arch branch vessels, and bypass grafts.

Paths were constructed along the vessel centerlines to the limits of CT resolution.

Vessel lumens were then segmented on 2D slices perpendicular to the paths. The

segmentations were lofted together to produce a patient-specific 3D model (Figure

2.1 – top row).

Numerical Preprocessing

3D patient-specific models require a series of preprocessing steps to render

them suitable for simulation. Steps involved in preprocessing are:

(a) discretization (meshing) of the 3D model

(b) assignment of material properties to vessel walls

(c) determination of boundary conditions to mimic the circulatory and coronary

physiology.

Meshing

All models were discretized into linear tetrahedral finite elements to make

them suitable for finite element simulation using the commercial package MeshSim

(Simmetrix Inc., Clifton Park, NY). Mesh independence was guaranteed by successive
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mesh adaptation,43 resulting in meshes of approximately 4 million elements for each

model.

Variable Wall Properties

Fluid-structure interaction studies require vessel wall thickness and material

properties as inputs, which are usually unattainable by non-invasive CT imaging.

While some recent studies have obtained thickness values from intravascular ultra-

sound (IVUS) or optical coherence tomography (OCT), we chose to restrict this study

to data commonly available from standard of care non-invasive clinical measurements.

Clearly the material properties and thickness of the vessel vary across the vas-

culature,44–46 and it is the structural stiffness (combined effect of material properties

and thickness) that affect deformation of the vessel. It is experimentally impractical

to measure material properties at every point in the continuum or at every node on

the mesh. Centerline-surface based methods47 and Laplace equation based methods48

have been used in the past to assign variable wall properties. Previous work on vari-

able wall properties has been on Fontan,48 thoracic and cerebral aneurysm,47 a full

body normal circulation49 but none on a CABG geometry.

Due to its ease of implementation we pursue a Laplace based method. The

thickness and material properties are propagated over the patient-specific geome-

try by solving a homogenous Laplace partial differential equation, with prescribed

dirichlet boundary conditions at inlets and outlets, to obtain a distribution of the

scalar field. This method accounts for local curvature, vessel branching, change in
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vessel properties across branching and anastomosis. The distribution computed this

way is smooth, computationally convenient, requires minimum user input. Patient-

specific wall thickness and material property information is inaccessible by non inva-

sive imaging. Hence material properties are assigned based on literature values.44,46,50

Thickness values of the coronary arteries are assigned based on morphometric mea-

surements from the literature.51 For the aorta, arch branches, and grafts, motivated

by a constant homeostatic circumferential stress hypothesis, thickness is calculated

from radius-thickness ratios in the literature.44,52 The thickness and material proper-

ties are then propagated over the patient-specific geometry by solving a homogenous

Laplace partial differential equation, with prescribed values at the inlets and out-

lets.48 This results in a smooth distribution, which is computationally convenient

and requires minimal user input (Figure 2.1). When data on thickness is unavailable,

motivated by a constant homeostatic circumferential stress hypothesis, its value is

calculated from radius-thickness ratios in literature.52

Lumped parameter network models of circulation

Existing boundary condition techniques in fluid mechanics, e.g. pressure

boundary condition or flow boundary condition, are not suitable for blood flow sim-

ulations as they cannot capture the physiological pressure-flow relationships at the

outlets.53 To model the circulation outside of the 3D domain, including the heart,

systemic circulation, and microcirculation, we make use of a circuit analogy, in which

pressure drop is analogous to voltage and flow is analogous to current, thereby relating
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compliance to capacitance, viscous dissipation to resistance, diodes to valves, etc. We

use a closed-loop lumped parameter network (LPN), with circuit blocks representing

the four chambers of the heart, systemic and coronary circulations (Figure 2.1). The

LPN is coupled to the 3D model using an implicit, modular coupling algorithm with

excellent stability properties.34 The algorithm solves the LPN numerically, and pres-

sure and flow data are iteratively passed between the 0D and 3D domains at interface

boundaries, resulting in a time-implicit scheme. This method allows for stable 0D/3D

coupling with no additional computational cost compared to conventional boundary

conditions.

While a standard RCR circuit (Windkessel) is sufficient to model the systemic

circulation, the coupling between the myocardium and the coronary arteries poses

additional challenges and standard boundary conditions are not sufficient. Ventricu-

lar contraction exerts extravascular forces on the coronary arteries, causing increased

resistance during ventricular contraction and causing the coronary flow to be out

of phase with the systemic mammary circulation. Hence, coronary specific bound-

ary conditions35,37 coupled to the intramyocardial pressure are used at all coronary

artery outlets in the model. Current closed-loop formulation uses an elastance based

function to model ventricular pressure-volume relationship54 and an activation func-

tion formulation to model the atria.55 Intramyocardial pressure scaling was fixed at

0.7556 and 0.5 times left ventricle for the left and right coronaries, respectively. The

governing equations and the details of LPN calculation, except for the modifications

mentioned above, are similar to Sankaran et al.37
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Fluid-Structure Interaction

Fluid-Structure interaction (FSI) simulations require solution of a coupled

fluid-solid system of equations to model deformable walls and blood flow. Finite

difference, finite volume and finite element methods are the three major approaches

to solving fluid problems. Historically, finite element method has had good success

with complex patient-specific geometries and coupled boundary conditions.57 We use

finite element methods in our work. Classical Galerkian schemes fail for advection

dominated flows. Stabilized finite element formulations overcome this short coming

and allow an equal order interpolation of pressure and velocity. Reader is referred to

the works of Hughes and colleagues58–61 for a detailed description of stabilized finite

element formulations for fluids.

Previously a range of FSI methods have been applied to cardiovascular flows,

including, immersed boundary method, space-time coupling method, coupled mo-

mentum method and augmented lagrangian eulerian method (ALE).33,62,63 Interested

reader is referred to works by Bazilevs et al.57,61 for a detailed description and review

of finite element formulations for FSI. Immersed boundary methods model the struc-

ture as interconnected elastic boundary points embedded in the fluid domain and

are well suited for ventricle simulations. ALE formulation continuously updates the

fluid grid to capture the fluid-structure interface accurately and are computationally

expensive. We use the coupled momentum method (CMM) with multiscale bound-

ary conditions34,37 to model flow and wall deformability in the coronary circulation.

The CMM method used in this work is based on methods proposed in Figueroa et
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al.33 The governing equations in their strong form and some details of coupling are

described briefly in the following section. Interested reader is encouraged to refer

Figueroa et al. for a detailed derivation of the method.64

Governing Equations

Blood is modeled as a Newtonian fluid, a suitable assumption for flow in

large vessels,65 in the domain Ω ∈ R3. Γ, the boundary of this domain Ω, can be

conceptually divided into three different partitions such that Γ = Γg ∪ Γh ∪ Γs and

∅ = Γg ∩ Γh ∩ Γs. Subscript g corresponds to a Dirichlet surface and h corresponds

to a Neumann surface, unless stated otherwise. The incompressible Navier-Stokes

equations for a Newtonian fluid, (in strong form (S)), can be written as:

(S)



Given f : Ω× (0, T )→ R3, find u(x, t) and p(x, t) : Ω→ R3, such that

ρu,t + ρu · ∇u = −∇p+∇ ·T + f in Ω× (0, T )

T = µ
(
∇u +∇uT

)
∇ · u = 0 in Ω× (0, T )

u(x, 0) = u0(x) in Ω

u = g in Γg × (0, T )

n · (−pI + T) = h in Γh × (0, T )

(2.1)

ρ, µ, u, p, T, and f are density, dynamic viscosity, velocity, pressure, deviatoric stress
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tensor and body force, respectively. The boundary is divided into Γg and Γh, in which

the velocity (Dirichlet condition) and traction (Neumann condition) are prescribed,

respectively.

A linearized kinematic approach is used for the elasto-dynamics equations of

motion as it enables representation of the solid equations in the fluid Eulerian frame.

Since the wavelength of cardiac pulse is much larger than the diameter of the arteries

we use a thin wall / membrane formulation for the vessel wall. The strong form of

the vessel wall problem can be described as:

(S)



Given bs : Ωs × (0, T )→ R3, find us(x, t) and us
,t(x, t) Ωs → R3, such that

ρsus
,tt = ∇ · σs + bs; in Ωs × (0, T )

u(x, 0) = u0(x) in Ωs

us = gs in Γs
g × (0, T )

tn = σn = hs; in Γs
h × (0, T )

(2.2)

where where a superscript s denotes structural domain, us is the displacement

field, bs is the prescribed body force per unit volume, ρs is the density of the vessel,

σs is the wall stress tensor. In our simulations we pick displacement at mean pressure

as the initial configuration. A strong kinematic coupling at the fluid solid interface

requires the zero-velocity condition (Dirichlet) at the interface be replaced by a trac-

tion condition (Neumann). Hence the strong formulation on the fluid domain also

needs to accommodate a traction condition, tf = −ts, where the traction exerted by
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fluid is equal and opposite to that exerted by a solid. For brevity the derivation and

statement of the weak form has been left out of the methods section but can be found

in Figueroa et al.64

CMM was originally developed for large-scale patient-specific FSI simulations

and is computationally less expensive than standard arbitrary Eulerian Lagrangian

(ALE) approaches because it relies on a fixed-mesh.33 This method couples the equa-

tions of wall deformation at the variational level as a boundary condition for the fluid

domain, keeping the computational mesh fixed during the simulation thus requiring

only a modest increase in computational cost compared to the rigid wall case. Because

the coupling is monolithic, it retains excellent stability properties. The formulation

uses a linear membrane model enhanced with transverse shear. Verification and vali-

dation has been performed previously against analytic and in vitro experimental data

with excellent agreement.66

Quantification of pressure, velocity, and displacement fields require numerical

solution of a coupled system of equations to model wall deformation and blood flow.

We use SimVascular to solve the time-dependent incompressible Navier-Stokes equa-

tions for the fluid domain32,67 and Cauchys equations of linear elasticity for the vessel

wall.33 An efficient resistance-based preconditioner is used to solve the linear system

in the SimVascular flow solver.68 We use the aforementioned stabilized finite element

methods to solve these equations. Blood is modeled as an incompressible Newtonian

fluid of density 1.06 g/cm3 and viscosity 0.04 dyn/cm2s. Walls are modeled as linear

elastic material with Poissons ratio of 0.5. Every vessel is assigned a Young’s modulus
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based on data from literature.44,46

2.1.2 Statistical Analysis

The venous and arterial grafts from the cohort were grouped into two groups

for statistical analysis (number of venous grafts =8; number of arterial grafts=5).

The graft population was small and statistical distributions were not known a priori;

hence, we used a Wilcoxon Rank Sum test, a non-parametric test, from the SciPy

library (v0.13.3) in Python69 to determine statistical significance among the param-

eters investigated, with p values < 0.05 considered to be statistically significant.

Patients were modeled as random effects and statistics was recomputed using

linear mixed effect models70 to ensure p values were not skewed by variability across

patients. Mixed models give structure to the error terms in a statistical model and

characterize individual differences due to a random effect (variability across patients

in our case). Statistics were rerun using linear mixed effect modules in lme4 package

in R (Douglas Bates, Martin Maechler, Ben Bolker, Steve Walker (2015)).

2.2 Growth and Remodeling Framework

Primary function of cardiovascular system is to provide adequate flow to tis-

sues and organs at particular pressures.71 The vessels, predominantly in health, are

programmed to adapt to acute and chronic changes in hemodynamics such that their

function is maintained. For example, they adjust their radius, by modulating the
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vascular tone, in response to an acute change in flow17,72 and they change their thick-

ness, by modulating turnover of wall constituents, in response to a chronic change

in pressure.73 Cells sense mechanical stimuli and trigger biochemical signal cascades

that help regulate constituents across organ, tissue and cellular scales and at times

change the underlying structure. It has been established that cells are sensitive to

mechanical stimuli but it is not clear if its more sensitive to one form of stimuli versus

another, eg. stress versus strain. Nonetheless, there is a pressing need for models that

can elucidate the underlying mechanisms of adaptation and help identify the gaps in

knowledge that will inform future experiments and data collection.

Growth and remodeling are two predominant mechanisms in adaptation and

within the realm of vascular mechanics there are myriad definitions of growth and

remodeling. In this thesis, similar to a few prior definitions,74 growth refers to an in-

crease in mass and remodeling refers to a change in structure. The G&R formulation

is based on a constrained mixture theory developed for arteries, details of which can

be found in prior work.23,25,74–76 Analyzing a blood vessel in health and disease is

challenging due to a host of complexities across spatial and temporal scales including,

wall anisotropy, non-linear stress-stretch behaviour, turnover of multiple constituents

in multiple layers of the wall, active response to a change in hemodynamic envi-

ronment, multiaxial loading in the presence of prestress/prestretch, and an inherent

intelligence in some vessels to maintain a state of homeostasis. Nonetheless, there is

sufficient data to inform a first generation model of vascular G&R.13,77

The basic (im)balance laws of continuum mechanics provide a good starting
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point to model the wall. Based on in vivo observations we invoke a constancy of total

mass density, so ρ(s) ≈ ρ(0) where s is the time parameter. The elastodynamics of

the vascular wall can be described well quasi-statically, hence one must satisfy the

equilibrium equation

∇.σ = 0, (2.3)

where σ is the overall Cauchy stress, which has contributions from all structurally

significant passive (e.g., smooth muscle, collagen, elastin) and active (contraction of

the smooth muscle) components of the vessel wall. Within the continuum framework,

Cauchy stress can be written as

σ =
1

detF
F
∂W

∂FT
+ σactθ eθ ⊗ eθ, (2.4)

where F is the deformation gradient tensor associated with the passive motions, with

detF ≈ 1, and σactθ is the active stress in the circumferential direction.

A point-to-point comparison78 between 2D and 3D models showed that the

2D models accurately predict adaptive changes in geometry and stiffness and thereby

capture salient aspects of G&R sufficient for clinical and fluid-structure interaction

studies.75,79 Hence, here, we briefly describe pertinent aspects for a thin-walled cylin-

drical tube. Responses to perturbations in pressure or flow rate from homeostatic val-

ues occur via changes in (a) lumen geometry, (b) wall thickness and micro-structure,

and (c) stiffness by the addition and removal of material in evolving configurations
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(Figure 2.2). Optimal G&R responses often involve a combination of vasoconstric-

tion/vasodilation and constituent turnover to achieve homeostatic values of intramu-

ral and wall shear stress. While the composition and organization of constituents in

the vessel wall might vary to support local structure and function, the vessel wall

primarily consists of three structurally significant constituents - elastin, collagen and

smooth muscle. Hence, the constrained mixture theory of growth and remodeling

models the wall as an (insoluble, isothermal) mixture of structurally significant con-

stituents such as collagen, smooth muscle, and elastin. Each constituent within the

mixture is endowed with its own material properties, rates of production and degra-

dation, and natural configuration, but is constrained to deform with the bulk wall,

hence a constrained mixture. While it is difficult to distinguish effects of individual

constituents from the others, for mathematical convenience, and prompted by prior

success with arterial models, we model the elastin as isotropic, smooth muscle along

the circumferential direction, and collagen along axial, circumferential, and diago-

nal +/ − 450 directions. Modeling each constituent as hyperelastic, according to a

simple rule-of-mixtures, the total energy stored in the wall is given conceptually by

W = ΣφkW k, where φk is the mass fraction of constituent k and W k, its stored energy

density.

2.2.1 Active behaviour

Tissues, in their basal state and an altered physiological demand state, undergo

a continuous turnover of constituents. To capture turnover of the constituents, mass
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density and strain energy density are allowed to evolve according to a ‘fading memory’

behaviour,23 namely

Mk(s) = Mk(0)Qk(s) +

s∫
0

mk(τ)qk(s, τ)dτ, (2.5)

W k(s) =
Mk(0)

ρ(s)
Qk(s)Ŵ k(Ck

n(0)(s)) +

s∫
0

mk(τ)

ρ(s)
qk(s, τ)Ŵ k(Ck

n(τ)(s))dτ, (2.6)

where Mk(s) and Ŵ k(s) are mass per unit area and energy stored in constituent k

per unit volume, respectively, and ρ(s) is the current overall (constant) mass density.

Ck
n(τ) is the right Cauchy-Green tensor for constituent k defined with respect to its

individual natural configuration n(τ).75 mk > 0 is the true mass density production;

Qk ∈ [0, 1] is the fraction of constituent k produced at or before τ = 0, while qk ∈ [0, 1]

is the fraction of constituent produced at time τ , both surviving until current time s.

2.2.2 Mass production and degradation functions

The constancy of wall density and clinically observed changes to vessel mor-

phometry in the presence of altered shear and intramural stress, motivates a mass pro-

duction function with contributions from basal production, and shear and intramural

stress mediated production of constituents. Mechanical stress-mediated production

rates mk (k = 1, 2, 3, 4 for collagen fiber families, k = m for the smooth muscle cell
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and k = e for the elastin) are given by

mk=e = 0, mk(τ) = mk
0(1 +Kk

1∆σ(τ)−Kk
2∆τw(τ)), (2.7)

where mk
0 denotes original (basal) values and the normalized deviations from homeo-

static stress values (indicated with superscript h) are defined for the intramural stress

and wall shear stress, respectively, as

∆σ =
σ − σh

σh
, ∆τw =

τw − τhw
τhw

, (2.8)

with gain parameters Kk
1 and Kk

2 quantifying the rate of production of constituents

in response to perturbations from their homeostatic states. Note that we assume no

elastin turnover in the time-frame considered for G&R since it is produced during

the perinatal period, cross-linked, and stretched elastically during development, and

is biologically stable.80 At homeostatic load values the mass production function

recovers basal production rates and reflects a state of constant geometry and stiffness,

assuming other factors such as constituent properties and degradation rates are left

unaltered.

Prior mass production and degradation functions were based on a model for

a healthy basilar artery.75 While those mass production functions were adequate

for (relatively) moderate perturbations in pressure (γ = P/P0 = 1.5), they were
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inadequate, that is, did not restore the theoretical homeostatic state within numerical

tolerance, for a moderate combined load, defined as a moderate increase in both

pressure (γ = 1.5) and flow (ε = 1.1), with γ = P/P0 and ε = Q/Q0. Hence, there

was a need to modify the mass production constitutive equation for general vein

graft responses, especially for altered flow cases. Prior applications of this model

to pathological arterial adaptations (e.g. abdominal and cerebral aneurysms23,81)

required a mass production function that accounted for an increase in cell density in

response to severe insults. Because the acute insult from increases in hemodynamic

loading experienced by a vein subjected to arterial conditions is more severe, the mass

production functions for the vein were similarly modified to handle this increase in

cell density,

mk(τ) =
Mk(τ)

Mk(0)
mk

0(1 +Kk
1∆σ(τ)−Kk

2∆τw(τ)). (2.9)

The constituent degradation relation was modeled consistent with first order

type kinetics, of the form

q(s, τ) = exp(−
∫ s

τ

Kk(τ̃))dτ̃ , (2.10)

where Kk is a rate-type parameter.75 The rates of removal depend explicitly on

changes in the tension within the fibers; here we consider the specific form75 Kk(τ̃) =
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Kk
h +Kk

h∆ζk(τ̃)2 where

ζk(τ)(s) =

∂Ŵ k

∂λkn(λkn(τ)(s))

∂Ŵ k

∂λkn(Gk
h)

(2.11)

is the level of tension on constituent k that was produced at time τ and ∆ζk(τ̃)

is the difference in fiber tension from its homeostatic value. At homeostasis the

vessel wall density is roughly a constant; the mass produced should equal the mass

degraded. This was best achieved when smooth muscle was allowed to degrade at

basal rates, while collagen degradation had contributions from both basal and tension-

dependent degradation.75,81 Note that these general functional forms, including mass

production and degradation, are consistent with biological experiments and prior

models of arterial G&R.75,82

2.2.3 Active Smooth Muscle

Vasoactive molecules are regulated by the endothelium in response to change

in flow and these molecules inturn affect the productions rates of the wall constituents.

The short-term response to a change in flow is countered by an adjustment in the

smooth muscle vascular tone and this tone is predominantly dependent on two fac-

tors, stretch experienced by smooth muscle and the concentration of constrictors and
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dilators in the vessel wall. The smooth muscle active stress, σactθ , is modeled as,83

σactθ (s) = Tmaxφ
m(s)

(
1− exp(−C(s)2)

)
λ
m(act)
θ (s)

1−

(
λM − λm(act)

θ (s)

λM − λ0

)2
 ,(2.12)

where Tmax (Nm−2) is a (calcium-dependent) scaling parameter, λM and λ0 are cir-

cumferential stretches at which the active stress is maximum and zero, respectively.

The active behavior is taken with respect to individual unloaded configurations for

smooth muscle, not the entire mixture. The values of λM and λ0 are chosen to be

consistent with values in the literature for a rat vein, which are different from those

of arteries (Table 4.3).84 C(s) is the net ratio of constrictors to dilators and is shear

modulated: C(s) = CB − Cs∆τw, where CB is the basal constrictor to dilator ra-

tio and Cs is a scaling factor for shear stress induced changes in constrictor/dilator

concentration. Notice that the proposed constitutive equation captures the experi-

mentally observed inverse parabolic relation with respect to stretch. The vasoactive

response of a vessel can evolve over a range of diameters, thus shifting the stretch at

which maximum and minimum tone occurs.85 This shifting behaviour motivates an

active circumferential stretch λ
m(act)
θ (s) = a(t)/am(act), that evolves via the first order

equation

dam(act)

dt
= Kact(a(t)− am(act)), (2.13)

where am(act)(0) = a(0) and Kact is a rate parameter.26,75
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In summary, our implemented G&R formulation solves equilibrium of the ves-

sel by accounting for the evolving nature of the wall constituents, including active

and passive responses. For simplicity, we keep axial stretch a constant in our simu-

lations. We numerically solve the traction equilibrium equation for radius, at every

time step, using the Newton-Raphson method and time advance the radius and mass

of constituents using an explicit Euler scheme.
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Figure 2.2: Schema of a G&R framework illustrating the configurations
of a vessel (i.e., constrained mixture) and its constituents at instant s = 0,
without hemodynamic perturbations, and at G&R time s, with hemodynamic
perturbation. The G&R framework enforces mechanical equilibrium at each
instant while accounting for the evolving constituent mass fractions, natural
configurations, and strain energy densities as the constituents turn over.

2.2.4 Step and gradual load

We consider changes in stress resulting from either a step increase (jump)

or linearly varying (gradual) increase in pressure from a venous towards an arterial
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value. Step and gradual changes in load, in the context of a numerical adaptation,

are defined as:

• Step change: A step increase is achieved by a change in the load from homeo-

static to the new value over one time step (Figure 2.3(a)).

• Gradual change: A gradual increase in loading is characterized by a linear

increase in load from homeostatic to the new value over a prescribed period

(Figure 2.3(b)).
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time (days)

γ

a.

b.

Figure 2.3: Illustration of (a) a step increase in pressure and (b) a gradual
increase in pressure, both illustrated for γ = 2.
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2.3 Optimization

2.3.1 The Surrogate Management Framework

The surrogate management framework (SMF) has been used successfully in a

variety of complex problems, including unsteady fluid mechanics,86–88 helicopter ro-

tor blade design,89,90 quantifying uncertainty in bypass graft models91 and identifying

arterial G&R parameters.92 The SMF method was originally developed for compu-

tationally expensive simulations, and can be applied to discontinuous functions and

problems with nonlinear constraints.93 It requires no information on function gradi-

ents and has the advantage that the function can be treated as a black box. Here,

linear bound constraints enforce non-negativity of the strain energy function and

impose biologically realistic bounds on the parameters of interest.

The SMF has a well-established convergence theory and employs a surrogate

function to accelerate convergence. Our implementation of the algorithm starts by

running true function evaluations at a set of well-distributed initial points an N-

dimensional space using Latin Hypercube Sampling. Then the algorithm moves to

a SEARCH step that accelerates convergence by fitting a Kriging surrogate function

through evaluated points and finding a candidate point, usually the minima of a

Krigged surface, for a true function evaluation. The surrogate is updated with each

true function evaluation and this process is repeated until a SEARCH fails to identify

an improved design point. When the SEARCH step fails, the algorithm moves to

a POLL step. In a POLL step, a positively spanning basis is identified around the
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current design point and new trial design points are selected by performing function

evaluations along these directions with a specified step size. In our implementation,

due to its superior convergence properties, we use a Mesh Adaptive Direct Search

(MADS) algorithm to generate POLL sets.93 When the POLL step also fails to

generate a better design point, the grid is refined and the algorithm returns to the

SEARCH step. Note that all points evaluated are required to lie on a grid, which can

be refined or coarsened, and the algorithm stops when the grid is refined to a preset

tolerance. The threshold grid size was set to 1/212 in our optimizations. Thus, the

algorithm converges to a local minimum using a combination of SEARCH and POLL

steps. Note that the SEARCH step is not strictly required for convergence whereas

the POLL step is necessary and sufficient for convergence.
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Figure 2.4: Flowchart of the Surrogate Management Framework (SMF)
used for identifying the optimal parameter set for vein G&R

2.3.2 Cost function

There are many ways to define a cost function for a multi-objective problem

such as G&R; we use a weighted sum of multiple objective functions. One could

define an illustrative cost function as a weighted sum of individual geometric and
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stress based objective functions. For example,

Jadapt =

√
w1(

σhθ − σθ
σhθ

)2 + w2(
τhw − τw
τhw

)2 + w3(
a− ah
ah

)2 + w4(
h− hh
hh

)2. (2.14)

Weighting of terms plays a vital role in estimating the optima, and consequently

the evolution and adaptation of a vessel. Experiments are critical in informing the

weight on each of these terms, the lack of which led us to explore different weights. For

example, setting w3 = 0 and w4 = 0 produces a stress based cost function, and further

setting w1 = 1 and w2 = 1 recovers the cost function used in our work (equation 4.7).

On the other hand, setting w1 = 0 and w2 = 0 gives us a pure geometric cost function.



Chapter 3

Patient-Specific Simulations of

Coronary Bypass Graft Surgeries

3.1 Patient Population

We identified five patients for this study who had previously undergone coro-

nary artery bypass graft surgery and echocardiography, had no stents in the native

coronaries or grafts, had undergone clinically-indicated CT angiography, and were

free of graft stenoses.

CT angiography (CTA) was performed using a 64-slice Discovery CT750 HD

scanner (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wisconsin) according to clinical protocol. Sub-

jects received beta blocking medication as needed to reduce heart rates to less than

65 beats per minute, and nitroglycerin (0.4 mg sublingual) was administered prior

to scanning. All scans were performed using padded prospective gating centered at

42
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Table 3.1: Summary of patients used in study with non-invasive clinical
measurements and details of grafts. BP-blood pressure, CO-cardiac output,
SV-stroke volume, HR-heart rate, SVG-saphenous vein graft, LIMA-left in-
ternal mammary artery, RIMA-right internal mammary artery, OM-obtuse
marginal, RCA-right coronary artery, LAD-left anterior descending.

Patient ID Gender Age Interval Patent grafts

Patient 1 F 48 13 SVG to LAD, SVG to OM

Patient 2 F 69 11 LIMA to OM1, SVG to LAD

Patient 3∗ M 72 17 LIMA to OM, SVG to distal RCA

Patient 4 M 61 1 RIMA to LAD, LIMA to OM, SVG Y
graft: high diag and PDA

Patient 5 F 43 4 LIMA to LAD, SVG to OM, SVG
to RCA

Sample summary – Number of venous grafts =8; Number of arterial grafts=5. * data from

the clinic was missing and was calculated based on body mass index (BMI).95

75% of the R-R interval with a slice thickness of 0.625 mm. Echocardiograms were

performed on four patients in accordance with standard guidelines. Heart rates and

blood pressures were measured at the time of echocardiography. Stroke volume was

calculated from echocardiographic data as the product of the left ventricular outflow

tract (LVOT) area and the velocity-time-integral of the Doppler measurement of flow

through the LVOT.94 Cardiac output was then calculated as the product of stroke vol-

ume and heart rate. For one patient (Patient 3) with no available echocardiographic

data, a body mass index based population averaged cardiac output was used.95

3.2 Preprocessing and Simulations

Methodology outlined in section 2.1.1 was used to obtain patient-specific ge-

ometries. Laplace variable property solver was used to assign vessel-specific material
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properties and thickness (Figure 3.1).

Patient 1 Patient 2 Patient 3 Patient 4 Patient 5

SVG

SVG SVG

SVG

IMA IMA IMA

Figure 3.1: Youngs modulus (MPa) distribution in a cohort of patient-
specific coronary artery bypass graft (CABG) models. The following material
property values were assigned based on literature data: Aorta and the arch
walls – 0.7MPa, left and right coronaries – 1.15MPa, left internal mammary
artery – 1.4 MPa, right internal mammary artery – 1.15 MPa, vein grafts
– 5 MPa

The patient-specific geometries were discretized into linear tetrahedral meshes

and adapted twice using flow fields.

The LPN parameters were tuned to match standard-of-care non-invasive clin-

ical measurements. The following data were used for tuning: cardiac output (CO),

heart rate (HR), systolic and diastolic blood pressure, and literature data to provide

additional targets, as summarized in Table 3.2. We assumed 4 % of the total car-

diac output was distributed to the coronary arteries.96 Motivated by Murrays law,

a mathematical relationship between vessel size and flow, an area-based approach

was used to assign capacitance and resistance values at the outlets. Capacitance

values were chosen to be proportional to outlet area, and resistances values were de-

termined according to a modified Murrays law using an exponent of 2.0 for the aortic
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branches and 2.6 for the coronary branches.97,98 The equations governing the LPN,

and methods for their solution, follow our previous work.37

Tune closed loop LPN to match 

clinical and literature targets.

Set 3D surrogate resistance =

resistance at the outlet

Run a closed loop rigid wall

0D-3D coupled simulation

Targets 

matched?

Targets 

matched?

Run a closed loop deformable 

wall  0D-3D coupled simulation

Tune 3D surrogate resistance

Tune LPN to adjust for discrepency 

between rigid and deformable wall

Run a closed loop deformable 

0D-3D coupled simulation on

an adapted mesh.

Yes

No

No

Yes

Figure 3.2: CABG simulation tuning pipeline

To accelerate tuning for a variable wall deformable simulation, LPN parame-

ters were tuned in stages to match clinical targets (Figure 3.2). Briefly, 3D patient-

specific model was replaced with a corresponding 0D resistance surrogate to model

pressure-flow relationship at the outlets. The heart model, RCR and the coronary
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circuit parameters were tuned on the 0D surrogate to match clinical targets. This

tuned set of parameters were subsequently used in a rigid 3D patient-specific sim-

ulation to ensure it matched clinically measured cardiac output, stroke volume and

prescribed flow-splits. Finally, capacitances were tuned in a deformable wall sim-

ulation to account for compliance of the 3D model and match clinically measured

pressure. Note that it is non-trivial to build a 0D surrogate for a deformable model

hence, as a workaround, a 0D resistance surrogate for a rigid model was used in this

framework.

The simulations were run on XSEDE NICS resource-Darter which is a Cray

XC30 system with the compute nodes made of two 2.6 GHz 64 bit Intel 8-Core XEON

processors. One cardiac cycle on a mesh of approximately 4 million elements required

about 10 h on 96 processors. The entire simulation process, from image data to

model construction and deformable simulation on a 4-million-element model, took

approximately 3 weeks for each subject.

3.3 Postprocessing and Clinically Relevant Indices

We post-processed simulation results to compute indices of presumed biological

relevance, specifically time averaged wall shear stress (TAWSS), OSI, percentage of

graft surface area where WSS was less than a pathological value (which we refer to

as atheroprone area, Aathero), and wall strain quantified through a scalar measure

– Green Strain Invariant (GSI1). These quantities were spatially and temporally
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averaged over each graft over one cardiac cycle. For statistical analysis, TAWSS

in each graft was normalized by the aortic value of TAWSS in the same patient to

normalize for patient variability. Every simulation was run for at least six cardiac

cycles and these quantities were computed for the final cycle after initial transients

had died out. In addition to mechanical stimuli, we also quantified graft diameter

and tortuosity and quantified the differences between the two graft types.

The following paragraphs elaborate the computation of mechanical stimuli

indices from primary mechanics quantities such as velocity and displacements.

1. Time Averaged Wall Shear Stress (TAWSS)

Time averaged wall shear stress (TAWSS) is computed as TAWSS =
|
∫ Tcc
0

−−−→
WSSdt|
Tcc

,

where
−−−→
WSS is the wall shear stress vector, the tangential traction force pro-

duced by blood moving across the endothelial surface, TCC is the duration of

one cardiac cycle, and || indicates magnitude. For statistical analysis, TAWSS

in each graft was normalized by the aortic value of TAWSS in the same patient

to normalize for patient variability.

2. Oscillatory Shear Index (OSI)

Oscillatory shear index, a measure of oscillatory component of the flow, is com-

puted as OSI = 1
2
(1− |

∫ Tcc
0

−−−→
WSSdt|∫ Tcc

0 |
−−−→
WSS|dt

).

3. Atheroprone area (Aathero)

Atheroprone area (Aathero), a measure of the area of the graft prone to atheroscle-

rosis, is computed as Aathero =

∫
Agraft

fdA∫
Agraft

dA
, where f = 1 if

−−−→
WSS < 4 dyn

cm−2 and 0
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otherwise, with the threshold for low WSS set to 4 dyn/cm2 based on literature

data.99

4. Strain

Amongst several potential measures of vessel wall strain, we chose to quantify

Green Strain Invariant 1 (GSI1), a scalar measure of strain that is insensitive to

rigid body motions, measured with respect to diastolic configuration.100 This

is calculated as GSI1 = 1
2
(FF T − I), where F is the gradient of displacement

vector, I is an identity tensor and tr is the matrix trace operator.

5. Geometry

Diameter was computed from lumen area by approximating the lumen area to

be a circle. Lumen area was measured perpendicular to the vessel centerline

and averaged across the length of the vessel. Tortuosity was defined as distance

between points along the length of centerline divided by the distance between

first and last point on the centerline and is a measure of deviation of centerline

from a straight line.

Mean values of the following indices were compared for venous vs. arterial

grafts: (1) WSS, (2) OSI, (3) Aathero, and (4) wall strain. Since WSS and OSI are

directional in nature, p values for quantities 1–3 above are reported for one-tailed

tests only. For wall strain, two-tailed tests were used. Mean values of diameter and

tortuosity were also compared for venous vs. arterial grafts.
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Table 3.2: Summary of non-invasive clinical measurements, population av-
eraged targets from literature and respective quantities from simulations.
The LPN was tuned to match, within 10 BP blood pressure (mmHg), SV
stroke volume (ml/cardiac cycle), coronary flow expressed in percentage, -
clinic value from clinic, -sim value from simulation, -lit value from literature

Patient
ID

BP-
clinic
(mmHg)

BP-sim
(mmHg)

SV-clinic
(ml/cycle)

SV-clinic
(ml/cycle)

%CO
to
Cor-lit

%CO
to Cor-
sim

L-R flow-
sim in %

Patient 1 124/73 118/74.5 60.9 63.5 4.0 4.0 65.7–34.3

Patient 2 133/85 133/85.5 80.4 84.7 4.0 3.9 82.0–18.0

Patient 3∗ 135/78 133/78 78.1 75.8 4.0 4.0 52.5–47.5

Patient 4 115/74 117/74 115.1 114.8 4.0 4.1 56.4–43.6

Patient 5 113/69 115/68 70.5 70.6 4.0 4.1 74.0–26.0
Sample summary – Number of venous grafts =8 ; Number of arterial grafts=5. ∗ No

echocardiogram data for patient, body mass index-based population average was used

3.4 Results

Demographics of patients selected for this study, along with number of grafts

and target vessels, are summarized in Table 3.1. We report results for 13 grafts (n = 5

arterial, n = 8 venous) from five subjects. The LPN was tuned to match clinical and

literature targets within 10 % error (Table 3.2).

Contours of wall shear stress and wall displacements from the simulations are

shown in Figure 3.3 for all patients. The model captured the expected out of phase

behavior of coronary and systemic flow and pressure wave-forms. Representative

comparisons of time-dependent quantities in venous and arterial grafts are shown

in Figure 3.4 for patient 2. Flow in the grafts was dominant during diastole, while

pressure and strain were in phase with the systemic circulation (Figure 3.4) as ex-

pected. In line with previous invasive measurements,96 the tuned LPN produced a

high variability in the left-right flow split in coronaries (Table 3.2). TAWSS was sig-
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nificantly lower (7.5±3.2 dyn/cm2 in venous grafts vs. 23.2±15.9 dyn/cm2 in arterial

grafts, p = 0.014), and Aathero was significantly higher (0.20 ± 0.21 in venous grafts

vs. 0.06 ± 0.07 in arterial grafts, p = 0.040) in venous grafts compared to arterial

(Figure 3.5). Wall strain was significantly higher in arterial grafts (0.003 ± 0.001 in

venous grafts vs. 0.011± 0.002 in arterial grafts, p = 0.003). No significant difference

in OSI was found between arterial and venous grafts (0.022± 0.024 in venous grafts

vs. 0.013 ± 0.018 in arterial grafts, p = NS). Conclusions on significance remained

unchanged when statistics were recomputed with log transforms, without aortic WSS

normalization, and with patient as a random variable. Uncertainty associated with

the value of threshold TAWSS motivated us to quantify the distribution of Aathero

for different values of TAWSS threshold (Figure 3.6). Regardless of the threshold

value for critical wall shear stress, venous grafts consistently had a higher region of

atheroprone area than arterial grafts, with the difference increasing and converging

towards a constant value at higher threshold values. Mean venous graft diameter

was significantly larger than arterial graft diameter (0.31± 0.06 in venous grafts vs.

0.23 ± 0.02 in arterial grafts, p = 0.005) and there was no significant difference in

tortuosity (1.43 ± 0.29 in venous grafts vs. 1.26 ± 0.05 in arterial grafts, p = ns)

(Figure 3.7).
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Patient 1 Patient 2 Patient 3 Patient 4 Patient 5

Figure 3.3: Representative solution fields in the patient-specific cohort. Top
- time averaged wall shear stress (dyn/cm2 ), bottom - displacement (cm)
field near peak systole

3.5 Discussion

This study produced several major findings. First, the proposed framework

successfully integrates patient-specific image-based models with fluid structure inter-

action and closed-loop boundary conditions tuned to match non-invasively measured

patient-specific clinical targets. Second, simulations predict significant differences in

time averaged wall shear stress, area prone to atherosclerosis, wall strain and graft

diameter between arterial and venous grafts. Third, there were no significant differ-

ences in oscillatory shear index or graft tortuosity between arterial and venous grafts.

Finally, we have quantified clinically and biologically relevant mechanical stimuli in
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Figure 3.4: Representative pressure, flow, wall shear stress, Aathero , and
strain values during a cardiac cycle in a venous and an arterial graft from
patient 2. Note the flow and wall shear is dominant during diastole in these
grafts, primarily because majority of flow in coronary occurs during diastole.
Also note the WSS is higher and Aathero is lower in the arterial graft

coronary grafts that could guide the design of experiments in vascular biology.

3.5.1 Augmenting clinical practice with non-invasive model-

ing tools

There is a pressing need for earlier identification of patients at risk for graft

failure. While CT imaging provides detailed coronary anatomy, it does not directly

provide hemodynamics or biomechanics data. It is therefore likely that imaging alone
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p=0.014*

p=0.040*

p= ns

p=0.003*

Figure 3.5: Box plot summary of normalized time averaged wall shear stress
(TAWSS), oscillatory shear index (OSI), atheroprone area (Aathero), and wall
strain in the arterial and venous grafts. Differences in TAWSS, Aathero, and
wall strain between graft types were significant while differences in OSI were
not (p < 0.05 is significant). Reported statistics are for five patients with a
total of 13 grafts

is insufficient for early diagnosis of impending graft failure and patient risk stratifica-

tion. Quantifying the mechanical stimuli acting on grafts in patient-specific models is

a necessary precursor to understanding and predicting the complex mechanobiological

process of graft failure.

The links between graft failure and mechanics have been challenging to iso-

late from myriad influencing factors including patient variability, clinical risk factors,

differing clinical and surgical strategies, graft wall compositions and adaptation in
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Figure 3.6: Frequency distribution of Aathero by different WSS thresholds,
averaged across all venous and arterial grafts in the cohort. The averaged
Aathero regions in arterial grafts are consistently lower than the venous values,
regardless of the WSS cutoff value.

health and disease. The primary goal of this study was to quantify differences in me-

chanical stimuli between venous and arterial grafts with high fidelity patient-specific

models of hemodynamics and physiology that account for patient variability and dif-

fering graft structural properties. These quantities are necessary inputs for future

risk stratification metrics, vascular biology experiments, and growth and remodeling

predictions.

3.5.2 Quantification and role of mechanical stimuli

The closed-loop boundary condition formulation we employ enables dynamic

prediction of inlet and outlet pressure and flow waveforms, avoiding the need to di-

rectly prescribe these as in open-loop simulations. This is important since these data
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p=0.010* p= ns

Figure 3.7: Summary of diameter and tortuosity of grafts in the cohort.
The venous graft diameters were significantly larger than the arterial graft
diameters (p = 0.005*). The differences in tortuosity were not significant (p
= ns). SVG – saphenous vein graft, IMA – internal mammary artery

are typically not available from standard-of-care CT measurements. Rigid wall sim-

ulations must assume infinite wave propagation speed, which significantly alters flow

and pressure waveforms, and over-predicts pressure amplitudes. Hence deformable

wall simulations are essential to accurately predict physiologic pressure levels. Also,

material properties and wall thickness vary across the vasculature to withstand local

loads.44,46 Integration of closed-loop boundary conditions, appropriate assignment of

wall properties, and fluid-structure interaction are necessary for accurate prediction

of mechanical stimuli in CABG simulations.
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Wall Shear Stress

Wall shear stress in grafts was previously investigated invasively using Doppler

flow wire velocimetry, area measurements from angiography, and wall shear com-

puted with a Poiseuille flow assumption.101 Results confirmed elevated shear stress

of 16± 4dyn/cm2 for an IMA compared to 4.8± 1.6dyn/cm2 for an SVG, in patients

with low-grade stenosis (50 − 75%) in the native coronary arteries. The respec-

tive values for high-grade stenosis (> 75%) were 13.7± 4.9dyn/cm2 for an IMA and

4.6±2.0dyn/cm2.101 Mean values of shear stress from our simulations not only mimic

the observed qualitative trend of lower shear stress in SVGs compared to IMAs, but

are comparable quantitatively. Low wall shear is also known to correlate with athero-

prone regions in blood vessels. Our findings agree with these observations, revealing

that venous grafts have larger regions (with higher Aathero) where the graft is ex-

posed to pathologically low WSS (< 4dyn/cm2) compared to arterial grafts. This

conclusion did not change with different cutoff values for low WSS. Notwithstanding

the absence of heart wall motion in our simulations, our findings are consistent with

previous invasive measurements, clinical observations, and long-term outcomes on ve-

nous grafts. The large difference in WSS between arterial and venous grafts suggests

that WSS may be a primary indicator of differential risk for vein graft failure that

should be correlated with long-term clinical outcomes in future studies. While there

are significant differences in both TAWSS and graft diameter, the increase in diam-

eter alone is not sufficient to predict the difference in TAWSS between arterial and

venous grafts. A larger study with outcome data will be necessary to determine any
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correlation between graft diameter, flow, material property and measured outcomes.

Oscillatory Shear Index

Oscillatory shear index is a measure of oscillatory component in the flow. Re-

gions of disturbed and recirculating flow, which have high oscillatory flow components,

are known to disturb the endothelial lining, upregulate inflammatory pathways, and

cause intimal hyperplasia in the vessel wall, which in turn creates conditions con-

ducive to long term atherosclerosis.8 The venous and arterial grafts in our study did

not exhibit significantly different OSI values. This is unsurprising when considering

the similarity in curvature in both graft types, and the similarity in imposed pressure

differences (systemic minus coronary) driving flow through the graft, which is the

primary determinant of oscillatory flow.

Wall Strain

It is known that circumferential stress plays a primary role and WSS plays a

secondary role in graft remodeling.27 Mechanical stress/strain are known to alter the

structure and function of wall constituents such as smooth muscle and reprogram gene

expression, differentiation, migration, proliferation and apoptosis. Due to its influence

on multiple functions, the role of strain and its underlying molecular mechanisms

have been hard to elucidate in normal and pathological conditions. Nonetheless,

our finding that strain is significantly lower in venous grafts compared to arterial

grafts (Figure 3.5) emphasizes the need to probe the role of circumferential strain in
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future studies on the long-term adaptation of grafts. We note that it is the structural

stiffness (combined effect of Youngs modulus and thickness), and not material stiffness

(Youngs modulus) alone, that determines the final strain state and hemodynamics in

a vessel.

Furthering models to incorporate biological response

Venous coronary bypass grafts experience pressures of approximately 20 times

and flows of 4 times their native environment, often leading to maladaptive response.

While CFD tools enable quantification of the mechanical environment, one needs

models of growth and remodeling to understand the underlying pathophysiology of

maladaptation and correlate directly with clinical outcomes data on graft failure rates.

Chapter 2 and 4 describe ways of incorporating cellular level details into mechanics

based models to capture growth and remodeling behavior of grafts in the presence

of altered hemodynamics.75,102 Translation of these models requires patient-specific

inputs from CFD simulations.

3.6 Limitations

The simulation methodology for coronary simulations has a few limitations.

First, coronary wall motion is a superposition of radial motion due to pressure changes

and translational motion imposed by the moving heart wall.103 Effects of translational

motion were not considered, and would require more computationally expensive meth-

ods, as well as time-resolved CT data with increased radiation doses. Because the
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majority of coronary flow occurs during diastole, when wall motion is minimal, we

felt justified in this assumption. Second, although the pathophysiological mechanisms

of graft failure are not fully understood, it is known that the interplay between lo-

cal hemodynamics and vascular biology determines long term outcome of the graft.

Our CFD models lack the cellular and sub-cellular details required to capture the

evolving nature of graft adaptation and subsequent disease progression. As evident

in chapter 2 and 4, current efforts are directed towards development of mechanics

based models of vascular growth and remodeling.102 Third, while the boundary con-

ditions were tuned to patient specific data, material properties and blood viscosity

were not patient specific. These limitations could potentially be overcome in future

work through the incorporation of IVUS or OCT data and patient specific hematocrit

measurements. Fourth, the number of subjects and grafts studied in this pilot study

was relatively small. This was in large part due to the significant time currently

required for model construction and simulation. Current efforts are geared towards

accelerating the model building and simulation processes through integration of ma-

chine learning and automation algorithms.104 Finally, the tuning process was manual

and did not account for uncertainty in the input parameters or the clinical targets.

In addition, manual tuning does not lend itself well to addition of more targets, when

more clinical measurements are available, or parameters, when the models are more

sophisticated. The tuning pipeline is inconveniently long (Figure 3.2). All these

factors impose hurdles to application of these tools to large patient cohorts. An au-

tomatic approach (combining parameter identifiability and Bayesian estimation) to
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determine optimal LPN parameters for coronary artery simulations from non-invasive

clinical targets, and to quantify their variability due to both clinical data uncertainty

and the presence of non-identifiable parameter combinations was proposed recently.

Recent efforts have also been directed towards systematic parameter estimation and

uncertainty quantification, which could streamline the tuning process in CABG sim-

ulations.105

The LPN used in this work is ‘passive’ in nature, that is, it does not account

for the metabolic feedback and adrenergic feedforward control of coronary blood flow

that occur during variations in the cardiac workload. The framework can be ex-

tended to include these effects and is much required to model the effects of exercise

or disease.106 In an LPN since geometry is not explicitly defined, wave propagation

effects are not incorporated in lumped parameter models. The coupling between LPN

and the resistance and compliance of the 3D model could impose hurdles to simu-

lation of patient-specific geometries, especially in disease. Specifically, there could

be physiological values of modulus and thickness for which the 3D properties could

dominate the flow and pressure solutions and, theoretically, an LPN might struggle /

be incapable of hitting the non-invasive targets from clinic. This further emphasizes

the need for novel boundary conditions and systematic sensitivity studies with LPN

and wall properties. The calcifications on the native coronaries pose challenges to

model building and meshing. One could use angio images or non contrast images

in conjunction with contrast enhanced CT images to identify calcified regions in the

natives. The calcifications and the ‘blooming effect’ associated with it introduces
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uncertainty in image segmentation. Again there is a need for systematic uncertainty

quantification in these simulations.
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Chapter 4

Growth and Remodeling

Simulations in a Vein Graft

4.1 Material characterization of native vein

Experiments suggest that strain energy functions (W ), within the context of

pseudo-elasticity, adequately describe the passive behaviour of veins.77,107 A recent

study showed that a four fiber family model for collagen plus a neo-Hookean model

for elastin could reasonably describe the full passive experimental dataset and predict

the inflation/extension response of porcine veins outside the data range employed for

parameter identification.107 Another study, using uniaxial tension tests on arteries

and veins in a rat, speculated that similar constitutive models may be valid for arteries

and veins.9 Motivated by these two studies, the constitutive relations (though not

the specific parameter values) used to model structural constituents within venous

62
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wall are similar to those used previously for arterial G&R.23,24,75 The strain energy

function for both collagen and smooth muscle is defined by the well known ‘Fung-type’

exponential function:

Ŵ k = ck1

(
e(c

k
2((λ

k
n(τ)

)2−1)2 − 1
)
, (4.1)

where, cki are material constants, the superscript k represents the collagen fiber family

or smooth muscle. λkn(τ)(s) = Gk
hλ(s)/λ(τ) is the stretch of constituent k, that was

deposited within the mixture with prestretch Gk
h at instant τ .23,75 Gk

h represents the

stretch at which constituent k is deposited into the mixture and represents one of the

major assumptions of the model.

Vascular elastin is assumed to be isotropic and exhibit a neo-Hookean-type

response,75,108 hence

Ŵ e =
ce

2
(λ2θ + λ2z + λ2r − 3), (4.2)

where ce is a material constant. These constitutive relations are phenomenological

in nature, that is, they describe responses observed in passive mechanical experi-

ments such as biaxial tests. They have successfully captured the passive anisotropic,

nonlinear biaxial behavior of a vein.30,102,107

Segments of inferior vena-cava of wild-type C57BL/6 mice were previously

subjected to pressure-diameter tests at multiple axial stretch values to capture the

passive biaxial behaviour.30 The circumferential (λθ) and axial stretches (λz) were

measured and the radial stretch (λr) was computed using the incompressibility con-
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straint. The stretch λk(τ) experienced by fibers is computed as

λk(τ) =
√
λz(τ)2 cos2 αk0 + λθ(τ)2 sin2 αk0, (4.3)

where αk0 is the angle between the fiber and the z-axis in a common reference config-

uration for the mixture; αk0 is 0◦ for the axial component and 90◦ for circumferential

components. The angle for the diagonal family of collagen (αdiag0 ) was determined

through parameter estimation.

Assuming the tests were quasi-static and the response was passive, the consti-

tutive equations and equilibrium equations together yield

P (s)a(s) = Tθ(s) = λθ
∑ ∂W k

∂λθ
, (4.4)

and

f(s)

π(2a(s) + h(s))
= Tz(s) = λz

∑ ∂W k

∂λz
, (4.5)

where Ti = σih are the principal intramural tensions in the θ and z directions, P is

the transmural pressure and f the applied axial force. These relations are later used

to determine the passive constitutive parameters of the murine vena cava.

Contributions of the circumferential collagen family and smooth muscle are

physically indistinguishable, hence the material constants representing both these

constituent families were modeled together. The coefficients of the two diagonal col-

lagen families were constrained to be the same to impose symmetry and avoid twisting
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of the vessel along the longitudinal axis due to pressurization. Hence the proposed

constitutive equation for the passive behavior has eight unknown parameters: cz1, c
z
2,

cθ1, c
θ
2, c

diag
1 , cdiag2 , ce and αdiag0 .

A normalized cost function,

J =

√
(
σexpz − σmodz

σexpz
)2 + (

σexpθ − σmodθ

σexpθ

)2, (4.6)

was minimized to identify the set of material parameters that best-fit the experi-

mental data (superscripts exp and mod indicate values calculated from experiment

and model, respectively). A pattern search class of derivative-free optimization algo-

rithms, described in Chapter 2, was used to find the optimum set of parameters for

the constitutive equations (4.1) and (4.2). The optimal set of material parameters

for the normal wall are reported in Table 4.1. The best curve fit (J ≈ 0.15) for the

passive biaxial experiment is shown in Figure 4.1. The contribution from the circum-

ferential family was relatively small and the contribution of the stiffer diagonal fiber

family dominated at high stretch ratios. This trend is consistent with prior results

reported in the literature for veins.9,109 These material parameters were held fixed in

all subsequent numerical experiments, described below.

Table 4.1: Material coefficients estimated from the biaxial test, using the
SMF algorithm

coefficient cz1(kPa) cz2 cθ1(kPa) cθ2 cdiag1 (kPa) cdiag2 ce(kPa) αdiag0

value 24.0220 0.1000 1.000 0.0503 0.0712 1.0350 1.0 36.60o
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a.

b.

Figure 4.1: Biaxial stress - stretch data (dashed lines) for a mouse vena
cava and the associated best-fits achieved in the parameter estimation : (a)
σθ − λθ, (b) σz − λθ.
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4.1.1 Parameter estimation and bounds

Absence of experimental data makes parameter estimation within G&R model

challenging. We determine them in stages. We broadly classified parameters into fol-

lowing categories: passive, gain, half life, prestretch, and prescribed. Passive material

properties were determined by curve fitting published biaxial experimental data for

a murine vena cava30,102 as outlined in section 4.1. These parameters were then held

fixed for subsequent parameter estimations and G&R simulations (Figure 4.2). Some

parameters needed to model the G&R can be measured directly (e.g., constituent mass

fractions) or inferred (e.g., homeostatic stresses and pressure) from data (Table 4.2)

and were prescribed. We used the Surrogate Management Framework (SMF)89,93 to

determine the remaining G&R parameters. Parameter bounds for optimization were

chosen consistent with the literature or simply biologically reasonable when data was

lacking75,110,111 (Table 4.2).
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Figure 4.2: Framework demonstrating a general approach for parameter es-
timation and simulating adaptation in a blood vessel. Parameter estimation
is accomplished in several serial steps and optimization is used to accelerate
the process.
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Table 4.2: Parameters for G&R optimization and their prescribed bounds

Component Parameter Lower bound Upper bound

Collagen gain (∆σθ) Kc
1 0.1 20

Collagen gain (∆τw) Kc
2 0.1 20

SMC gain (∆σθ) Km
1 0.1 20

SMC gain (∆τw) Km
2 0.1 20

Collagen half life 1
Kc
h

(days) 1 100

SMC half life 1
Km
h

(days) 1 100

Collagen Prestretch Gc
h 1.01 2

SMC Prestretch Gm
h 1.1 1.8

Elastin Prestretch - θ direction Ge
h,θ 1.5 2

Elastin prestretch - z direction Ge
h,z 1.5 2

4.2 Altered Pressure

The cell-mediated G&R model, explained in methods section, was used to

simulate the 1-year evolution of a vein subjected to increased pressure. Note that these

simulations were run without the pre-multiplier on the mass production equation and

with tension-dependent degradation on collagen and smooth muscle. Biologically, a

vessel tries to evolve towards target homeostatic values of stress during adaptation.
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To model this behaviour, we minimized a normalized cost function

Jadapt =

√
(
τhw − τw
τhw

)2 + (
σhθ − σθ
σhθ

)2 (4.7)

using the SMF optimization algorithm to determine the best adaptation to a given

pressure perturbation (γ = P/P0, where P0 is the average pressure in the vessel’s

native environment). The (mal)adaptation of the vein to an increase in hemodynamic

load was analyzed systematically using numerical experiments which are elaborated

in the paragraphs below.

4.2.1 Numerical Experiment 1

The purpose of numerical experiment 1 was to subject the vein to successively

higher pressure perturbations and to identify through optimization the parameter

values that allowed best adaptation (Jadapt) individually for each level of perturbation.

Optimization was re-run for each pressure increase from γ = 1.5 to γ = 20. Figure 4.3

shows the resulting evolution of luminal radius and wall thickness for the optimized

parameters. The thickness evolution curves (Figure 4.3) revealed increasingly larger

deviations from an ideal adaptation with increasingly larger pressure perturbations.

Overall, the vein graft response was suboptimal for increases as small as 3P0. That the

optimal gain parameters were consistently high indicated the need for enhanced mass

production to combat the increased wall stress resulting from the increased pressure.

At every pressure, the circumferential gain parameter saturated at the upper bound
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and the half life of the constituents dropped as low as ≈ 1 day for some cases. The

half lives affected the evolution of radius and thickness, but did not affect the final

state of the vessel. The SMC prestretch values were also consistently high and near

the upper bound while the collagen prestretch values were comparable to arteries.

The adaptations were most sensitive to the collagen prestretch (Gh
c ) followed by the

SMC prestretch (Gh
m) and the gain parameters. Elastin prestretch was found to have

negligible effect on the adaptation.
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4.3 Altered Pressure and Flow

Table 4.3: Parameters used in G&R simulations. Prescribed: Parame-
ters determined from literature, prior G&R models or fixed to biologically
reasonable value, when published data was not available. Experimentally-
determined (passive): material coefficients estimated, using the SMF algo-
rithm,102 from published biaxial test on a murine vena cava.30 Optimization:
G&R parameters determined through minimization of Jadapt for moderate
perturbations in load (γ = 1.5 and ε = 1.1).

Prescribed:

Muscle activation parameters:84 λm = 1.35 , λ0 = 0.5

Vasoactive parameters:75 CB=0.68, CS =20CB, 1
Kact = 20 days (unless

noted otherwise)

Initial Mass fractions:112 φc0 = 0.42, φe0 = 0.10, φm0 = 0.48

Homeostatic values:σhθ = 18 kPa, τhw = 0.6 Pa,113P0 = 5 mmHg = 0.67 kPa

Elastin prestretch: Ge
h=1.75

Experimentally Determined:102

cz1 = 24.0220 kPa, cz2=0.1000, cθ1 =1.000 kPa,

cθ2 =0.0503, cdiag1 =0.0712 kPa, cdiag2 =1.0350, ce=1 kPa

Optimized:

Kc
1 =0.01, Kc

2 =8.006, Km
1 =2.009, Km

2 =6.007

Gc
h =1.039, Gm

h =1.31, Tmax =10.9kPa, 1
Kc
h

= 100 days, 1
Km
h

= 1.11 days
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4.3.1 Numerical Experiment 2: Moderate load

We expect a vein to adapt well to modest-to-moderate perturbations in hemo-

dynamic load. Since we were interested in geometric remodeling, not vasoactive

changes in geometry, we chose γ = 1.5 and ε = 1.1 as representative upper range

values for moderate perturbations. By minimizing the cost function (equation 4.7),

we identified G&R parameters that led to an optimal adaptation (Table 4.3) under

moderate perturbation. We kept these parameters fixed for the remaining numerical

experiments.

Initial optimization results showed that values of radius and thickness at

1500 days were suboptimal using mass constitutive relations derived from a healthy

artery,102 regardless of the choice of parameters for optimization and their bounds. In

contrast, optimization identified a near optimal adaptation (Figure 4.4) with a pre-

multiplier form of the mass production equation (equation 2.9).114 Based on these

findings, we concluded that an optimal adaptation, even to a moderate perturbation

in hemodynamic load, is dominated by the rate of mass turnover of its structural

constituents. Thus, the pre-multiplier form of mass production equation (equation

2.9) was used in all subsequent simulations.
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Figure 4.4: Evolution of radius and thickness for a moderate perturbation
in load, γ = 1.5 (fold pressure increase) and ε = 1.1 (fold flow increase).
Arrows indicate values for an ideal adaptation in a standard thin walled
cylindrical geometry: a = ε

1
3ah and h = ε

1
3γhh.

115 We classify a converged
simulation as optimal if it reaches the theoretical radius and thickness value,
or suboptimal otherwise. The adaptation was optimal (solid line) with mass
pre-multiplier term and suboptimal (dashed line) otherwise. Radius and
thickness are normalized against homeostatic values, ah and hh.

4.3.2 Numerical Experiment 3: Combined loads (moderate

to severe)

To recapitulate a vascular bypass graft scenario we subjected the numerical

vein to a series of increasing combined loads, from venous to arterial conditions:

γ ∈ [1.0, 20.0] and ε ∈ [1.0, 4.0]. We sampled 300 points from the γ − ε space, with

approximately 75 points in each quadrant (with origin at ε = 2.0 and γ = 10.0), and

simulated adaptations for up to 1500 days at each of the load combinations (Figure

4.5). Failed simulations clustered in the upper right corner of the γ − ε space, with

failure defined as an inability to satisfy the equilibrium equation at every time step

in the simulation.
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Figure 4.5: Failed points in γ − ε load space, where γ is the fold increase
in pressure above homeostatic and ε is fold increase in flow. ‘X’- indicates a
failed simulation and ‘.’ indicates a simulation that successfully converged.
Failed simulation is defined as failure to satisfy the traction equilibrium equa-
tion. Note the clustering of failed points in the top right corner of γ− ε load
space.
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Veins typically failed during the first few days after hemodynamic perturba-

tion, which motivated us to probe vasoactive changes since they can be immediate.

While exploring possible mechanisms of failure, an altered rate of tonic adjustment

(Kact) enabled successful adaptations, that is, equilibrium was successfully estab-

lished at every time step in the simulation (Figure 4.6). All simulations on the γ − ε

grid converged for values of Kact > 1/3day−1. The cost function distribution in γ− ε

space for Kact = 1/3day−1 is depicted in Figure 4.7; it represents the deviation of

stress from a homeostatic value. This figure reveals that adaptations are flow limited.

Juxtaposing Kact = 1/3day−1 with values for two cerebral arteries (1/20day−1

and 1/6day−1),26,75 we infer that venous adaptation at severe loads is impaired by

the vein’s ability to maintain or rapidly evolve the smooth muscle tone.
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γ

Figure 4.6: Changes in adaptive capacity with different values of smooth
muscle tone - Kact = 1/20day−1 (control, left panel) and Kact = 1/3day−1

(right panel). An altered rate of tonic adjustment (Kact = 1/3day−1) enabled
successful adaptations in the entire γ − ε load space. ‘X’- indicates a failed
simulation and ‘.’ indicates a simulation that converged successfully.
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Figure 4.7: Interpolated surface plot of cost function as a function of γ − ε
loads, with a modified vasomotor evolution rate of Kact = 1/3day−1. Cost
function (Jadapt) is a measure of deviation from venous homeostatic value.
Adaptation is predominantly flow limited.

In summary, results from this numerical experiment led us to conclude that

endowing a vein with enhanced mass production and vasomotor capabilities can ame-

liorate maladaptation, even at severe loads.

4.3.3 Step versus Gradual loading

The purpose of step versus gradual load experiments were to test the hypoth-

esis that a gradual, compared with a step, change in load would extend the adaptive

capacity of the vein. To evaluate potential benefits of a gradual change in load and to
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understand the interplay between different factors affecting adaptation, we performed

simulations at the same 300 sampled (γ,ε) combinations for the following conditions:

(a) gradual change in pressure over 3 days, but a step change in flow

(b) step change in pressure, but a gradual change in flow over 3 days

(c) gradual change in pressure and flow over 3 days

(d) gradual change in pressure and flow over 8 days
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Figure 4.9: Failed simulations in the γ − ε load space for four scenarios of
loading- a) step pressure and flow (control), b) step pressure and gradual flow,
c) gradual pressure and step flow, and d) gradual pressure and gradual flow.
Gradual load was applied as a linear ramp in load over 8 days. The gradual
change cases had no failed simulations. ‘X’- indicates a failed simulation and
‘.’ indicates a simulation that successfully converged.

Note that the pre-multiplier form of mass production (equation 2.9) butKact =

1/20day−1 (more conservative) were used for these simulations. Results for cases (a),

(b) and (c) are summarized in Figure 4.8 together with results from a step change

in pressure and flow (as used for Figures 2-6). Overall, the gradual load cases have

fewer failed points than a combined step change in load (Experiment 2). Counter-

intuitively, gradual flow accompanied by a step change in pressure (case (b)) had the
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lowest number of failed points, fewer than the gradual change in flow and pressure

(case (c)). All simulations fully converged when the gradual load was applied over 8

days (case (d), Figure 4.9). Results from this numerical experiment led us to conclude

that a gradual change in load can mitigate maladaptation, even with a non-optimal

evolution of active properties.

4.4 Discussion

Blood vessels respond to sustained changes in hemodynamic loads by modu-

lating the turnover of their wall constituents to restore the homeostatic mechanical

environment, often represented in terms of stresses.13,80,110,116 It is well known that

blood vessels change their caliber in response to changes in flow and increase their wall

thickness in response to increased pressure.75,117 Recall that the wall shear and cir-

cumferential stress in a cylindrical vessel are given by τw = 4µQ/πa3 and σθ = Pa/h,

respectively, where a is the inner radius and h the thickness. Hence, for changes in

flow (Q = εQh) and pressure (P = γPh), if homeostatic stress values are restored, we

expect a → ε
1
3ah and h → ε

1
3γhh.

115 Thickness and radius are clinically observable

quantities and probably the most useful indicators of adaptivity, so, although our

optimization used stress-based cost functions to determine the best parameters, we

used radius and thickness as indirect measures of adaptation in our simulations.

In cases where homeostasis is achieved, the vessel reaches a new equilibrium

state in which production balances removal. In other cases, however, such changes
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may be maladaptive. Our results for altered pressure with no pre-multiplier on mass

production function suggest that a vein can adapt to modest changes in blood pres-

sure, but its adaptive capacity appears limited (Figure 4.3). Because of its elasticity,

the vein distends upon pressurization, which decreases wall shear stress and increases

mean circumferential stress. Both changes in stress should thus initiate a mechanobi-

ologically driven G&R process, provided that the endothelial and smooth muscle

cells/fibroblasts remain functional. Due to an early adjustment in vascular tone, the

radius was quickly restored to its homeostatic value. A simple force balance indicates,

in an ideal adaptation, that the increase in thickness should be proportional to the in-

crease in pressure. The venous adaptation (Figures 4.3) was found to be suboptimal,

without pre-multiplier term in mass production equation, for pressure perturbations

as small as γ = 3, well below the γ > 20 expected in a typical vein graft proce-

dure. Since the parameter bounds for optimization were biologically motivated and

the target values for adaptation were for a venous system, these results suggest that

the venous wall has a limited capacity to respond adequately to a dramatic increase

in pressure. In other words, clinical observations of maladaptation should not be

surprising.

We evaluated possible venous adaptations to perturbed hemodynamic con-

ditions, ranging from venous (modest) to arterial (severe) loads, in the presence of

altered pressure and flow. We uncovered two plausible mechanisms leading to mal-

adaptation: a) an impaired mass production of constituents and b) an inability of

smooth muscle to maintain or rapidly evolve its tone. Both findings are intuitive
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particularly given previous experimental117 and computational75 studies that show

complementary roles of vasoactivity and matrix turnover. Nevertheless, this is the

first study to confirm this representation based on vein-specific parameters. The find-

ing that mass production must be augmented (via the pre-multiplier in equation 2.9)

further shows the importance of heightened turnover in the severe case of vein graft-

ing, hence requiring either proliferation of resident intramural cells or recruitment of

inflammatory cells that promote matrix synthesis.

We also found ways to mitigate maladaptation. Venous adaptations to a grad-

ual change in flow over 3 days plus an initial step change in pressure were shown to

have fewer maladaptations compared to step changes in pressure and flow or even

a gradual change in pressure and flow over 3 days. In addition, a gradual change

in flow and pressure over 8 days enabled a successful venous adaptation for loads as

severe as the arterial loads. This finding is intuitive and emphasizes that vessels have

tremendous potential for adaptation, but there are limitations on how fast and how

much.

Qualitative comparison with experimental data

While knowledge of the homeostatic state can suggest the final state of an

adaptation,115 cell-mediated G&R models can shed light on mechanisms of these

adaptations. Some previous attempts at modeling vein graft adaptations have pre-

scribed changes in geometry as functions of time and stress.28,118 In contrast, the

current model makes changes in geometry, structure, and composition of the vessel
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a consequence of the cell mediated G&R that tries to restore homeostatic stresses;

that is, the results of the present model are “emergent”. The model captured salient

features of pressure and flow-induced adaptation in a vein graft, including an increase

in constituent mass production. Recent histological results show an ≈ 3 fold increase

in collagen content in the walls of veins subjected to a pressure and flow overload.109

A 15-fold increase in SMC proliferation has also been reported for arteries in hyper-

tensive rats.111 The pressure perturbations in the current work are higher than the

hypertensive case in arteries and the aforementioned observations qualitatively sup-

port the optimization algorithm’s prediction of an enhanced mass production. The

passive properties imply that the vein is initially stiff in the axial direction but com-

pliant in the circumferential direction. The high mass production predicted in the

circumferential direction in numerical experiments can be interpreted as a mechanism

by which the vein negotiates an increase in circumferential stress due to an increased

pressure.

Many G&R parameters are difficult to measure in vivo and have not yet been

reported. Experimental data reported on (mal)adaptations of vein grafts do not yet

provide sufficient details to make quantitative longitudinal validations with the cur-

rent model. The few available studies concentrate on short term responses.27,28,109,119

Nonetheless, parallels can be drawn between the current results and observed trends

in arterial G&R in hypertension (which is a modest pressure perturbation relative

to that considered here). Nissen et al.110 showed that the half life of collagen in a

rat aorta reduced from 60-70 days under normotension to 17 days in hypertension
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(≈ 1.5P0). The pressure perturbations herein are an order of magnitude higher than

the systemic hypertension that leads to an exuberant turnover of matrix. The value

of ≈ 1 day for collagen half life, as predicted by the optimization for a few cases, thus

seems reasonable, if biologically possible. Monos et al.120 reported the active stress

generated by smooth muscle in a canine femoral vein to be 5.1±1.5 kPa at a stretch

of 1.36. The active stress for the vein deduced from Table 4.3, for a murine vena

cava, is approximately 3.2 kPa at a smooth muscle prestretch of 1.31. In contrast,

the active stress of smooth muscle in the arterial circulation is of the order of 100

kPa, and the range on Tmax during optimization was chosen to reflect the disparity

in active stress between an artery and a vein.

Venous adaptations are flow limited

Smooth muscle cells and fibroblasts can turnover constituents within evolv-

ing configurations at homeostatic values to counter increases in load. Their turnover

rates depend on at least two mechanical stimuli, intramural stress and wall shear

stress (equation 2.7). In an increased pressure scenario these two stimuli work in uni-

son; the pressure increases wall stress-mediated production and decreases shear-stress

inhibition of production. In contrast, in an increased flow scenario, the dilatory re-

sponse (mediated by increased NO production) slows production while the increased

wall stress hastens it.22 Our results (Figure 4.7) suggest that the ability to nor-

malize stress in the wall is impaired more by a flow perturbation than a pressure

perturbation, which suggests that venous adaptations are predominantly flow lim-
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ited, given the assumption that there is no cellular damage. The dynamic interaction

between pressure-induced and flow-induced changes makes the resulting adaptations

non-intuitive. For example, a gradual change in flow over 3 days accompanied by

a step change in pressure had fewer maladapted points than a gradual change in

pressure and flow over 3 days (Figure 4.8). Such findings remind us that the G&R

framework is well suited both to generate and test hypotheses and to gain insights

that are otherwise hard to intuit due to interactions between dynamic components of

adaptation.

Acute response and long term adaptation

Vascular adaptations are known to be biphasic, with acute adaptations dom-

inated by adjustments to vasomotor tone and chronic adaptations governed by the

turnover of structural constituents in evolving configurations. Our results in Figure

4.7 allude to the subtle relationship between acute responses and long term adapta-

tions, a relatively underexplored topic in G&R. Our simulations, together with prior

studies, suggest a link through endothelial dependent smooth muscle responses.116,121

An inability of smooth muscle to counter an increase in load with a contractile force

may result in a switch to a synthetic phenotype,14 similar to mechanisms in hyper-

tension.122 A focused set of experiments examining time courses of changes in SMC

activity and matrix production could be carried out to confirm this hypothesis.
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Optimization to accelerate parameter estimation

The current work also demonstrates utility of a modular optimization tool to

accelerate parameter estimation and numerically test competing hypotheses in vas-

cular G&R. The proposed methods are non-intrusive and scalable. Each level of the

algorithm is parallelizable and can be run as a multi-processor job. By formulating the

parameter identification problem as an optimization problem with an objective func-

tion measuring differences from homeostatic targets, parameter sets were efficiently

identified without the need for expensive brute force trial and error approaches.

Choice of cost function is non-trivial

Response to flow-induced wall shear stress, and hence modulations in radius,

depends on the location of the vessel within the vascular tree. Unfortunately little

information is available for a vein. Hence, although the choice of cost function used

in our work is illustrative and the results look reasonable, it needs further probing.

For example, setting w3 = 0 and w4 = 0 in equation 2.14 produces a stress based

cost function, and further setting w1 = 1 and w2 = 1 recovers the cost function used

in our work (equation 4.7). On the other hand, setting w1 = 0 and w2 = 0 gives

us a pure geometric cost function. Figure 4.10 illustrates the predicted evolution of

radius and thickness for the optimal solution for a modest hemodynamic perturbation

(γ = 1, ε = 1.1) with a geometric cost function (w3 = 1 and w4 = 1). A 10% increase

in flow, in an incompressible vessel, should lead to a quick increase in radius and a

decrease in thickness. The geometric cost function based optimization predicted a
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Figure 4.10: Predicted evolution of radius and thickness for an optimized set
of parameters from a geometric cost function based optimization for a modest
hemodynamic perturbation (γ = 1, ε = 1.1) - notice the non-physiological
immediate increase in thickness.

non-physiological evolution of thickness, however, in which incompressible behaviour

was absent. Thus, a cost function inconsistent with constitutive relations can predict

non-physiological behaviour. Our use of a stress-based optimization was, in contrast,

consistent with most mass production and survival functions. Hence the choice of

parameters and cost function for problems with little experimental data is a non-

trivial exercise in parameter estimation but we managed to address it for a vein in this

work. The cost functions were stress based to keep them consistent with constitutive

relations for constituent mass production and we wanted the model to retain the

“emergent” behaviour, where evolving radius and thickness emerge naturally from

the equilibrium equation.
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Numerical Challenges

In the past, constrained mixture theory has typically been employed for modest-

to-moderate perturbations in hemodynamics, making this study perhaps the first

when the theory has been applied in severe hemodynamic loading scenarios. The

consistent clinical observation of maladaptation in vein grafts would lead one to ex-

pect that simulations should fail at higher loads. Because greater perturbations from

homeostatic also pose challenges to numerical schemes, it is hard to differentiate a

numerical failure from an adaptation failure. In the G&R framework a failed sim-

ulation could be due to a failure in the root finding Newton-Raphson scheme, the

time marching explicit scheme, or due to a failure in theory. In Newton-Raphson

schemes, high gradients can lead to a bad initial guess and hence push the algorithm

outside the range of guaranteed convergence. This issue was resolved in our simu-

lations using a bound check condition on the roots at every iteration. In addition,

cost function values were confirmed with 4th order Runge-Kutta time advancement

schemes and tested to ensure time step convergence. Thus, none of the failed simu-

lations reported in this work could be attributed to lack of convergence or failures in

numerical algorithms.

Numerical vein - a useful tool to understand G&R in a vein graft

A typical goal of a computational model is to capture experimental obser-

vations, as, for example, the time course of changes in geometry, composition, and

mechanical properties of an implanted vein graft. In the case of these grafts, it is
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known that such changes often reflect a maladaptive rather than an adaptive re-

sponse to the higher pressures and flows experienced in the arterial system. The

goal of our work was very different, however. We sought to identify upper and lower

bounds on the adaptive capacity of a vein as a means to understand better why vein

grafts often maladapt. Towards this end, we first assumed that veins can adapt well

to modest changes in hemodynamics and identified associated “homeostatic” G&R

parameters that enabled such adaptations. These parameters were then used to as-

sess responses to increases in pressure and flow that would be experienced by a vein

graft. Next, we identified different sets of G&R parameters that numerically enabled

adaptations to increasingly higher loads, from venous to arterial levels; there was no

constraint on this parameter identification regarding whether or not an actual vein

could achieve such adaptions in vivo. Interestingly, neither the homeostatic nor the

numerically optimized values of G&R parameters enabled venous adaptations to loads

actually experienced in the arterial circulation, in the absence of an enhanced mass

production. Hence, our numerical results are consistent with the preponderance of

the experimental and clinical observations that veins maladapt. Given this finding,

and motivated by some prior empirical (e.g., El-Kurdi et al.123) and computational

(e.g., Karsaj et al.;124 Sankaran et al.92) studies, we then explored possible advan-

tages of increasing the load gradually rather than abruptly, as occurs during surgical

procedures when the arterial clamps are released. The simulations suggested that

gradual increases in loads, and thus vascular wall stress, may allow a more favorable

adaptation. Indeed, noting that we did not include potential cellular damage due to
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the abrupt increase in pressure, these results are thus likely conservative. We submit,

therefore, that first, computational G&R models can play an important role in un-

derstanding mechanobiological mechanisms of vascular (mal)adaptation and, second,

a gradual loading of vein grafts may provide a means to improve mural adaptations

and hence outcomes.

In conclusion, continuum-based constrained mixture models are well suited for

simulating vein graft (mal)adaptations as well as hypothesis generation and testing.

We have demonstrated the utility of one such framework in eliciting mechanisms

leading to vein graft maladaptation and ways to mitigate it in a numerical vein.

4.5 Limitations

The proposed model for venous G&R has several assumptions and simplifi-

cations, many of which are due to the lack of experimental and/or clinical data.

The structure and properties of a vein vary with age, location in the body, and

species.125 Although the prescribed single layer model is based on a healthy murine

inferior vena cava, a three-layer G&R model would obviously provide more detail on

the (mal)adaptations, perhaps elucidating salient aspects of vein graft G&R such as

clinically observed medial versus neointimal thickening. Lack of a clear distinction

between intima and media in a mouse vein, and challenges of dissecting layers without

damaging the wall, impose practical constraints on obtaining biaxial data for the dif-

ferent layers.119 There is also recent histological evidence challenging the assumption
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of elastin isotropy in veins.109 In the light of more experimental evidence, anisotropic

models for elastin can be easily incorporated into the current framework, including

the use of anisotropic elastin pre-stretch.

There is uncertainty associated with the target homeostatic circumferential

and wall shear stress in the current study. Data on potential differences in homeostatic

wall shear stress across species is lacking, hence the current target values of stress

were chosen to reasonably represent existing experiments on veins independent of

species.84,107,113 Experiments looking at venous and arterial markers suggest that the

venous identity is lost but an arterial identity is not fully gained during a vein graft

adaptation.126 There is a need for more experimental data to answer questions on

arterialization of a vein graft. The homeostatic stress values in arteries are larger than

veins,75 hence the current study will serve as an upper bound for optimal adaptation.

A similar study, where the target homeostatic values are for an artery, should serve

as a lower bound. The question of target homeostatic stress is one of the many

instances where computational models become useful in testing hypotheses in vein

graft remodeling, thus pointing out the gaps in knowledge and setting directions for

future experiments.

It is still not clear if the manifestations of G&R in a vein graft are an adap-

tation or an injury response.13 Endothelial cell functionality is likely compromised

after bypass graft surgery, hence the vein could lose its ability to sense and restore

wall shear stress.13,15 The current work disregards possible effects of compromised

endothelial function; subsequent studies will need to take this effect into account once
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additional data are available. An endothelial injury response function similar to the

one used by Baek et al.26 could be incorporated into the current model to capture

such an injury response, noting that normal veins are more sensitive to vasoconstric-

tors and less sensitive to vasodilators than arteries.8 Nitric oxide and prostacyclin,

which are potent vasodilators and inhibitors of platelet adhesion and aggregation, are

released in greater amounts in arterial than venous coronary bypass vessels.127 Since

the mechanobiology of vasodilation/vasocontraction is not completely understood, it

poses challenges when modeling the response of veins to altered flow and needs to be

considered in future work. With the absence of endothelial injury and a venous value

for homeostatic stress, the current representation is a best-case scenario for a vein

graft adaptation.

The absence of simulated changes in axial stretch and cell damage are two

major assumptions in our model. Axial stresses play fundamental roles in compen-

satory adaptations.128 A vein, when transposed from its native environment to an

arterial environment, undergoes changes in axial stretch. It is not yet understood

how and if this change in stretch affects venous adaptation. Adaptive responses to

flow and pressure, for the most part, are achieved without independent altering of

vessel length.85,128 Also, lack of clinical evidence on maladaptation due to axial load-

ing, such as kinking or twisting of grafts, justified our choice to neglect axial stretch

changes. While there is evidence of cell damage in vein grafts placed in an arterial

environment,129 such data are currently too limited to inform models of damage or the

inflammation that accompanies cell damage. Again, there is need for more focused
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experimental data.

Despite several simplifications and assumptions, the present patient-specific

framework and G&R framework produced results consistent with general observations

in the literature. Perhaps most importantly, however, the current work illustrates that

these frameworks can provide a platform to quickly test multiple hypotheses and gain

insights into consequences of changes in hemodynamics. There is, however, a pressing

need for more data and focused experiments to motivate better constitutive relations

and make quantitative comparisons and validations.
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Chapter 5

Future work

Most clinical manifestations of remodeling and adaptation are at a macroscale

whereas the underlying mechanisms are at a microscale. Thanks to advances in

experimental and computational methods past several decades has seen tremendous

advances in our understanding of vein graft failure, yet glaring gaps in knowledge of

vein graft failure demand we further extend our understanding of (mal)adaptations

in a vein graft, especially from a mechnobiological viewpoint. Here we discuss a few

aspects of the computational models, their usefulness in informing experiments and

hurdles to translation into the clinic.

97
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5.1 Translational Outlook

5.1.1 Patient-Specific Simulations

Computational simulations of coronary flow have gained recent attention with

the FDA approval of HeartFlows FFR CT (fractional flow reserve derived from CT)

technology, with recent clinical trials demonstrating that simulations can reliably

provide data previously only available via invasive catheterization procedures. In

addition, simulations have led to clinical translation of novel surgical methods in

congenital heart disease with promising results.130,131 Development of simulation

tools to predict venous graft failure poses additional challenges of incorporating long-

term mechanobiological responses, and correlation with intermediate-long-term clini-

cal outcomes. Validation against clinical data is one of the major challenges in trans-

lation. Our solvers and boundary conditions have been validated against in vitro

experiments, and against in vivo data in other clinical scenarios, but direct compar-

isons to patient-specific in vivo data in coronary arteries are still underway. These

validations require in vivo measurements of flow, pressure, and wall displacements.

However, these efforts are limited by challenges of small size, cardiac motion, and

risks associated with invasive measurements in the coronary arteries. The mechani-

cal stimuli quantified in our study are motivated by biological experiments and are

surrogates of cellular mechanobiologic response. Demonstration of the clinical utility

of these indices will require larger patient cohorts and longitudinal data.
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Surgical Revascularization Planning Tool

Methods developed for patient-specific CABG simulations could serve as valu-

able tools for surgical planning in patients who are scheduled to undergo CABG

surgery. Surgeons are faced with a choice of several different revascularization tech-

niques for venous grafts, including Y-shaped, sequential, or single grafts, with varying

long term outcomes. Decisions regarding the spatial arrangement of grafts, and the

locations of anastomoses on target native vessels, rely on retrospective studies, limited

geometric guidelines, surgeons intuition and experience. Prior studies on the efficacy

and superiority of each of these techniques132,133 report varied results.

As a pilot study we built patient-specific 3D models of CABG geometries

from CT images of a patient who had undergone bypass surgery using simulation

methodology outlined in section 2.1.1. With input from surgeons on our team, we

virtually modified the venous graft geometric configurations to mimic the commonly

performed revascularization techniques (Figure 5.1). In this study, we compared the

Y-configuration, sequential anastomosis, and single graft approach, while keeping rest

of the simulation parameters, including boundary conditions, material properties, and

remaining anatomy, the same. Patients in this study act as their own control, as only

the graft geometry is altered virtually keeping all other parameters fixed. This allows

for a controlled comparison of surgical methods that is not possible in the clinical

setting.

The mechanical stimuli correlated with atherogenesis and graft failure were

quantified in each of these virtual surgical configurations. Figure 5.2 is an illustrative
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Figure 5.1: Patient-specific model from CT scan of a patient who had under-
gone CABG surgery with venous grafts in Y configuration (left); Sequential
(middle) and 2 single graft (right) - virtual modifications of the graft geome-
try. Vessels are colored by their Youngs Modulus values. PDA-posterior de-
scending artery, SVG- Saphenous vein graft, IMA-internal mammary artery,
DIAG- Left Diagonal branch

result showing the TAWSS distribution in these geometries. The graft regions at

potential risk for restenosis or failure can be identified.

Additional patients need to be added to the study cohort before further con-

clusions regarding clinical application can be drawn. Myriad factors, such as varying

local geometry, wall properties and dynamic distal demand, make surgical design

decisions non-intuitive, necessitating the use of computational tools, such as those

proposed here, to aid in clinical decisions. This pilot study demonstrates that virtual

surgery studies with patient-specific simulation tools developed in this dissertation

could provide a means to perform a controlled experiment in which patient variabil-

ity can be controlled for, and the mechanics can be examined independent of other

factors.
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Figure 5.2: Illustrative result showing the TAWSS distribution in the orig-
inal geometry (left) and the modified geometries (middle and right).

5.1.2 Growth and Remodeling

Some of our findings from G&R work have translational potential as a phar-

macological therapy or medical device. For example, a pharmacological therapy that

upregulates constituent mass production, alters active muscle properties or thresholds

for phenotypic modulation could hold promise as an avenue to prevent vein maladap-

tation. Increased matrix production can be achieved with certain antagomiRs, for

example,134 and various agonists can increase smooth muscle contractility. There is

a need to understand what modulates smooth muscle adaptation in veins, however.

Also a step change in load, as occurs during surgical procedures when the arterial

clamps are released, can lead to a graft failure at arterial conditions. The differences
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in response to step and gradual changes in pressure demonstrate the ability of numer-

ical models to compare and contrast potential clinical treatment strategies. A gradual

change in load, possibly achieved using a polymer wrap or an external biodegradable

sheath or stent,135 holds promise in preventing venous graft maladaptation. Towards

that end, we explored the effect of the duration of the gradual loading, which we found

need not be that long (≤ 8 days). We hope this will inform design considerations and

specifications. Of course, many other issues such as foreign body response, uncertain-

ties associated with parameter values,92 and sensitivity analysis to loads would need

to be addressed prior to translation. The proposed framework is, however, general

enough to provide a good starting point for each of these considerations. In vivo mod-

els of vein graft failure136,137 and ex vivo setups,138 coupled with histochemical and

biaxial studies, are natural pathways for validation and translation of these results.

5.2 Frameworks are general enough for multiple

clinical applications

Our current patient-specific framework is targeted at post-CABG coronary

anatomy with SVGs, including a comprehensive model of the coronary circulation

that includes patient-specific anatomy, FSI, and closed-loop boundary conditions.

Hence, the proposed simulation tools will be applicable to numerous other coronary

pathologies including native coronary artery disease, congenital and aortic root abnor-

malities, anomalous coronary origins, Kawasaki disease, and tissue engineered graft
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design. With validation, these tools will permit accurate non-invasive determination

of the hemodynamic significance of stenoses, and anatomic conditions that increase

local risk of atherosclerosis and thrombosis.

Vein graft maladaptation and failure are ubiquitous in vascular surgeries, in-

cluding coronary artery bypass graft (CABG) surgery, peripheral vascular surgery,

and arteriovenous fistula (AVF) procedures for hemodialysis access. The failure rate

is as high as 50% at 10 years for CABG grafts,5 25-55% at 5 years for infragenic-

ular bypass grafts,139,140 and 40% for the primary failure of AVF.141 Although the

primary mode of long term failure differs across each of these pathologies, for ex-

ample, atherosclerosis for CABG venous grafts8 and intimal hyperplasia for AVF,142

the altered mechanical environment remains a common theme. There are important

differences, however. While CABG grafts experience relatively uniform pressure con-

ditions and largely laminar flow, flow in AVFs is highly complex, perhaps turbulent,

with large pressure drops from systemic to venous levels. The failure in venous seg-

ments of the AVF is associated with intimal hyperplasia and associated thickening of

the intima143 (in contrast to thickening of the media in vein grafts). Hence, one needs

to look at the combined effects of non-uniform alterations in pressure and flow to

understand the failure of veins in AVF. With appropriate modifications, the models

and the methods presented in this thesis could be used to study venous growth and

remodeling in AVFs, and peripheral bypass grafts which is of significant importance

in a relatively large and high-risk population. We note that optimization would also

be useful in this context to identify appropriate parameter changes.
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5.3 Coupled Fluid-Structure-Growth (FSG) mod-

els to risk stratify patients

Most vascular diseases manifest over a time span of weeks, months and years,

whereas most efforts in patient-specific modeling has focused on responses during

a cardiac cycle. There is a pressing need for multiscale models that span multiple

temporal and spatial scales and captures essential physics and biology, from a cel-

lular to an organ scale. The existence of multiple scales raise issues with respect to

coupling, both computational and experimental, and impose hurdles to translation

and scalability to large cohorts. A high fidelity simulation might be computationally

expensive while a low fidelity simulation may not capture essential physics or biology

to answer questions of translational interest. The challenge is in finding the right

scales to couple, to generate a computationally useful and tractable problem.

In vascular adaptations the time scales for fluids and solids are very different.

Hence it might be sufficient to solve a loosely coupled problem. A few applications

in an arterial setting have managed to achieve this with reasonable success.21,144 Out

of these approaches the theory of small on large, which has its origins in some of the

classical works on continuum mechanics145 holds promise for vein graft application.

Small deformations of blood vessel during the cardiac cycle when superimposed on

large can exploit methods in linearized elasticity without compromising the nonlinear

description of the wall. This approach allows incorporation of nonlinear mechanical

behaviour, anisotropy, active smooth muscle contractility and constituent turnover
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while recovering equations relevant to cardiac cycle that can be solved using methods

in linearized elasticity.23

A plausible mechanism for coupling could be:

(a) Simulate blood flow and wall deformation in a patient-specific geometry

(b) Pass information on pressure, flow and deformation fields to the G&R model

(c) Simulate vein G&R until a predefined instant in simulation is reached

(d) Use the new, predicted G&R geometry to modify the patient-specific geometry

(e) Repeat the above steps until a criterion for termination is reached (e.g. prede-

fined set of iterations, steady state)

(f) Classify the adaptation as optimal, suboptimal, maladaptive or failure

This algorithm provides a loose coupling between the models and might be

enough to gain several insights into remodeling process. Of course, details on passing

of information between models, criterion for convergence, validation etc. need due

consideration before translation. Figure 5.3 is an illustration of one such FSG frame-

work. While the G&R theory has been coupled with fluid-structure solvers in the

past,21 lack of quantitative data on venous endothelial responses to oscillatory flow

makes extensions to pulsatile flow premature and likely non-trivial.

In the near term we envision an integrated fluid-structure-growth model span-

ning scales from the cellular to vessel level, which would enable prediction of graft

mechanics together with long-term adaptive response in individual patients. These
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Figure 5.3: FSI simulations and models coupled with models of Growth
and Remodeling can inform risk stratification guidelines in CABG models.

combined models could also inform future vascular biology experiments, guide clin-

ical data collection and outcomes correlations, and ultimately aid clinical decision-

making. Future efforts should be directed towards extending the formulation to a 3-D

vein accounting for injury responses. The modeling community should begin to move

towards an all encompassing model coupling G&R to patient-specific fluid-structure

simulations and furthering the feasibility of personalized treatments employing vein
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grafts.
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